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Ovum’s experience and approach



Ovum experience


Ovum has worked for many National Regulatory Authorities (NRAs) on the design of cost models for MTRs
based on a variety of methodologies and cost standards



Ovum continually monitors and studies global interconnect regimes. Its tried and tested benchmarking
model and methodology are internationally accepted and are the most authoritative comparison and
analysis of interconnect charges in the industry.



Ovum has been asked by Reliance Jio Infocomm Ltd. to provide an independent opinion on the future mobile
termination rate (MTR) regime in India taking into account the current regime, economic principles and international
best practices



In doing so we have


Reviewed the current interconnect regime in India and compared with international practice



Considered a number of relevant case studies



Reviewed the pros/cons of FAC



Reviewed pros / cons of spectrum cost inclusion for MTR calculation



Reviewed the pros/cons of moving directly to a ‘bill and keep’ (BAK) regime



Reviewed the pros and cons of pure LRIC as a progressive approach to BAK
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India in the context of international
practice
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The current interconnect regime in India
The Telecommunication Interconnection Usage Charges (IUC), 29 October 2003 – have been subject to numerous
reviews


The Tenth amendment Regulation 2009 is currently under review and consultation. The prevailing charges are




Termination charge of Re 0.20 (20 paisa) per minute for all types of domestic calls;
Termination charge of Re 0.40 (40 paisa) per minute for incoming international calls and
In addition to above, SMS termination charge of Re 0.02 (2 paisa) per SMS, and additional charge of
Re 0.05 per transactional and promotional message.



TRAI held pre-consultation paper (2010) and Consultation Paper (2011) on IUC review. Stakeholders submitted
various models based on, Fully Allocated Costs, Long Run Incremental Cost (LRIC) basis and pure LRIC.



As a result of above consultation process, TRAI submitted its report to the Supreme Court in October 2011 and
summary of the MTC arrived at by TRAI using various methods is given below
Mobile Termination Charge (Rs./minute)
Fully Allocated Cost Method
2009-10
2010-11
Without capital cost
0.165
0.157
With capital cost
0.195
0.189
LRIC/LRIC+/Pure-LRIC Method
2011
2012
LRIC
0.12
0.13
LRIC+
0.14
0.15
Pure-LRIC
0.10
0.10



TRAI in its report submitted to Hon’ble Supreme Court recommended for adoption of MTC determined using Pure
LRIC (i.e. Re 0.10/ min) from year 2012 with a glide path towards Bill and Keep in 2 years.
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An international comparison of MTR regimes
Bill and Keep-type Arrangements
China, Hong Kong, Singapore, USA, Canada
Pure LRIC

Bigger markets comparable to India
already have BAK arrangement or
very low MTR
Worldwide more countries are
moving towards pure LRIC

Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Israel, Italy, Kenya,
Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, UK
LRIC+ (or equivalent cost basis)
Bahrain, Czech Republic, Hungary, Jordan, Malaysia, Nigeria, Oman, Pakistan,
Saudi Arabia, South Korea, South Africa, Taiwan, Thailand, Tanzania, Turkey, Uganda

Most commonly used methodology
historically but is not now considered
sustainable and most countries are
on a glidepath towards pure LRIC

Benchmarking against other countries
Finland, Luxembourg, Ireland, Estonia, Latvia, Romania, Slovakia, Australia, New
Zealand
Commercial Negotiation
Japan, UAE, Switzerland, Argentina, Mexico

Generally only used in smaller states

In these 5 countries commercial
negotiation permitted even in the
presence of a regulated regime,
but this is not common

Full-allocated Costs
Countries moving to other regimes
India, Finland, Brazil
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India mobile termination charges in international
context


India currently has a relatively high ratio of mobile termination charge relative to retail price as
European regimes move to pure LRIC



On the basis of a mobile to mobile tariff, the ratio of mobile termination charge relative to retail price in
India (20 paisa / ~50 paisa) is almost 40%, compared to less than 10% in the UK and less than 1% in
China

Notes: Calculated on the basis of Fixed to Mobile termination compared to
actual retail tariffs charged by fixed incumbent operators – the retail price
used for India is equal to 0.95 Rs
© Copyright Ovum 2014. All rights reserved.
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Global MTRs show a glide path towards pure LRIC


A number of NRAs in Europe have produced cost models based on the EC’s Recommendation for pure LRIC



Most European countries are moving toward very low, pure LRIC-based rates, although several countries are yet to
comply with the EC's recommendation, which had a deadline of January 2013.



The lack of supranational frameworks mean that significant divergences exist in how mobile call termination is regulated
in Asia-Pacific, South and Central America, and the Middle East and Africa. Nevertheless, cost-oriented rates, using an
LRIC model, have been broadly imposed.

Base = Q2 2009
© Copyright Ovum 2014. All rights reserved.
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Overview of different types of cost
methodology
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FAC versus LRIC
Long Run (Average) Incremental Cost (LRAIC)

Fully Allocated Cost (FAC)
Cost

Cost

LRAIC of
service B
Service
B

Straight line gives
average LRIC of A
and B

LRAIC of
service A

Service
A

Fixed &
common costs

VA

VB

Volume

Under FAC every product is treated equally and fixed and
common costs are not allocated. FAC does not consider
whether the cost volume relationship is non-linear.
FACA/VA = FACB/VB

Service A

Service B

Volume

Under LRIC fixed and common costs are allocated to the
incremental cost for the two services A and B. LRAIC
does not consider the cost volume relationship. LRAICA/VA
= LRAICB/VB
Calculates the incremental cost on a long-run basis of
terminating calls and adds to that a mark-up for the
recovery of the fixed and common costs of maintaining
and running a mobile network
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Pure LRIC is a strict marginal cost definition
Pure LRIC
Cost



The further termination rates move away from
incremental cost, the greater the competitive
distortions between old and new operators and/or
between operators with asymmetric market shares
and traffic flows.

Incremental cost



Therefore, it is justified to apply a pure LRIC
approach whereby the relevant increment is the
wholesale call termination service and which includes
only avoidable costs.

Fixed cost



A pure LRIC approach would also allow the recovery
of all fixed and variable costs (as the fixed costs are
assumed to become variable over the long run) which
are incremental to the provision of the wholesale call
termination service and would thereby facilitate
efficient cost recovery.

Marginal cost

LRIC +

All services excluding
termination

Additional volume of
termination traffic

Pure LRIC considers only the additional costs (or directly
avoidable incremental cost). Calculated based on a
bottom-up modelling approach.
Involves taking only the incremental costs – the trafficsensitive costs – and using that alone to calculate the cost
of terminating calls.
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Clear shift away from FAC globally
There has been a shift away from Fully Allocated Cost (FAC) approach in favour of Long Run Incremental Costs (LRIC):


LRIC replicates the outcome in a competitive market through the application of marginal-cost pricing



FAC requires subjective division of a large pool of common costs



FAC results in larger price differentials between retail charges for on and off-net calls, to the advantage of larger
network operators since a lower proportion of their calls would be off-net.



FAC-based charges at the wholesale level create a floor for retail call prices



FAC-based rates are traffic volume-sensitive whereas few, if any, mobile telecommunications costs are trafficsensitive



FAC encourages operators to engage in network-based price discrimination, resulting in static welfare losses and
barriers to entry and growth for smaller networks



High, FAC-based off-net call charges are a distortion in the structure of prices potentially as serious as the distortion
in prices that the regulation of mobile termination charges was designed to remedy



If it is accepted that both parties to a call receive benefits from it, this fundamentally changes the analysis of welfareoptimal prices and termination rates, and indicates bill-and-keep is the most efficient regime

Source: Ovum based on GSMA Survey Data
© Copyright Ovum 2014. All rights reserved.
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Perspective on the inclusion of spectrum costs in
determining MTR


The consultation paper raises the issue of inclusion of costs incurred by service providers for acquiring
usage rights for spectrum as relevant cost for termination charges.

OFCOM (UK) 2011


Spectrum cost excluded. Identified a trade-off between spectrum carriers and network equipment. A rational
mobile network operator would not be prepared to pay more for spectrum to meet a given increment of
traffic than the network costs associated with the traffic increment. Pure LRIC includes network equipment
costs, so adding any traffic-driven spectrum costs would effectively involve double counting.

EU Recommendation 2009


The costs of spectrum usage incurred in providing retail services to network subscribers are initially driven
by the number of subscribers and thus are not traffic-driven and should not be calculated as part of the
wholesale call termination service increment.



There are also practical issues regarding the inclusion of spectrum costs, in particular variations between
operators holdings with regard to





Frequencies (bandwidth and propagation characteristics)
Utilization
Trading
Whether spectrum allocated with license or auctioned spectrum

© Copyright Ovum 2014. All rights reserved.
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Case Study: UK


There is not always sufficient data to enable identification of the impact of MTR cuts



In the UK where there is a reasonable level of historical data, this indicates that adoption of pure LRIC-based MTRs in
2011 helped to


Reduce the price of fixed-to-mobile and off-net mobile-to-mobile calls



Boost the volume of off-net mobile-to-mobile calls

© Copyright Ovum 2014. All rights reserved.
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European Commission Recommendation on fixed and
mobile termination rates


Why?

When?

MTR in Europe was high compared to other countries resulting in high retail prices thus
decreasing consumer welfare
Lack of harmonisation in the application of cost accounting principles
Lack of legal certainty
Reduced incentive for potential investors
Potential barrier to introduction of IP networks and associated new converged services
Anti-competitive behaviour by operators with large market share








European Commission Recommendation (2009/396/EC) of May 2009 recommends that
NRAs in Europe move to a pure LRIC costing methodology for fixed and mobile termination
rates



Efficient common costing methodology to be followed by all member states


How?



Under the telecoms Framework Directive (2002/21/EC) NRAs are obliged to take
"utmost account of the Commission's Recommendation, justifying any departure from
its terms (a difficult test in EU law).
All EU national regulators should apply the recommended approach to termination
rates by 31 December 2012.



Will result in MTR of €1-2 cents/minute Already being followed more widely than just in
Europe as seen as the most economically efficient regime.



Reducing termination rates to fixed call termination levels seen as paving the way for
operators to consider alternative charging principles such as BAK
“When regulating wholesale termination charges, NRAs should neither preclude nor
inhibit operators from moving to alternative arrangements for the exchange of
terminating traffic in the future to the extent that these arrangements are consistent
with a competitive market.

Impact on
BAK

© Copyright Ovum 2014. All rights reserved.
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Benefits of mandated bill and keep



Under mandated BAK, termination rates are effectively set at zero


Payments between operators for termination services are effectively waived.



Each provider bills its own retail customers and keeps all the revenue, not making any interconnection payment.



The main benefits of BAK are in terms of the simplicity and transparency of approach and also in terms of the flexibility
provided to operators in setting retail tariffs



A future-proof regime that mirrors internet peering and facilitates migration towards IP based networks and converged
services


Traditional distinction between fixed and mobile voice services, and between voice and data services, are likely
to become less relevant in the future.



With an increasing variety of competing networks and piggy-backing ‘over the top’ services, we need a networkneutral and future-proof approach to regulation of services



Cost driver in IP based NGN networks is bits/s and not minutes



The future IP based networks will necessitate a need to establish BAK or free pairing wherever possible
considering peering arrangements between internet connections are generally not subject to any regulation



Ensures level playing field and promotes competition thereby maximising welfare gain



Facilitates development of innovative offers e.g flat rate offers promoting increased usage



Reduces regulatory costs & increases regulatory certainty



Very close to Pure LRIC, so becomes a natural evolution over time

© Copyright Ovum 2014. All rights reserved.
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Policy makers and industry associations are supporting the
case for zero or negligible termination rates
……..it is argued that Bill and Keep obviates the need for regulatory
intervention and resolves the termination bottleneck. Moreover, it is
further argued that Bill and Keep leads to lower retail prices for
call origination and appears to increase usage due to the price elasticity of
demand. Furthermore, proponents of Bill and Keep consider that
it facilitates development of innovative offers,e.g. flat-rate offers
promoting increased usage. It also brings immediate benefits by
decreasing transaction and measurement costs. Finally, Bill and Keep
takes account of the call externality" (EC, 2008a, 24). …..
*European Commission

Keep interconnection regulation as simple as
possible to avoid unintended consequences,
following these Guidelines.
 Establish “bill and keep” or “free peering”
wherever possible;
 If termination charges continue to be regulated
bring them down towards zero as fast as
possible
*ITU, Trends in Telecommunication Reform:
Special Edition, 2014

…Regulators in the OECD are looking into a future
where there may possibly not be a charge for
interconnection anymore. The FCC in its National
Broadband Plan warns that interconnection rates are
keeping fixed networks in the United States
from moving to Voice over IP …..
*OECD Developments in Mobile Termination Rates, 2012

…If call termination rates remain high,
many PLMN and some PSTN operators
may have incentives to choose not to evolve
their networks to IP-based interconnection
This could have a detrimental impact on the
development of converged broadband networks...
*European Commission

© Copyright Ovum 2014. All rights reserved.

Bill & Keep is more promising than CPNP as a regulatory regime for
termination for the long term and based on national circumstances
(including legal issues) NRAs could set a glide path to Bill & Keep
within the regulatory period related to the next market analysis
they carry out for voice termination.
*European Regulators Group
Draft Common Position on
Next Generation Networks Future Charging Mechanisms /
Long Term Termination Issues
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Objections to BAK are not always valid


Some concerns have been raised by opponents of BAK. The most common include:







Elimination of a source of revenue for the mobile industry
Higher prices for low users
Reduced mobile ownership among low users
Reduced incentives for operators to invest

But these concerns are unproven





BAK can lead to increased call volumes since low MTRs can lead to higher usage. Greater call volumes
mean a lower per minute contribution is required to cover the same fixed and common costs
In nearly balanced traffic scenarios, net MTR earnings are likely to be an insignificant proportion of an
operator’s revenue
Operators have often argued that lowering MTRs will produce detrimental effects on new investment –
hard to identify these on any significant scale in practice
With a level playing field and increased competition retail tariffs are likely to remain in check

© Copyright Ovum 2014. All rights reserved.
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Adoption of BAK in India is feasible
General issues


Retail tariffs
and contracts
must change

May not be possible immediately
– legal implications
Takes time to adjust tariffs
Some handset subsidies for lowvolume and low income
customers must change






Legal aspects
are important






Some new
controls are
needed

BAK clearly is not cost oriented
(not even marginal cost)
Many telecoms acts require cost
orientation
May need legislation to permit
change




BAK is really a form of peering. It
is not a free for all
Need to control some other
service providers who are not
rough equivalents
Must control call back operators
and abuse of free calls

© Copyright Ovum 2014. All rights reserved.

With respect to India










There are no binding contracts
with customers
Operators are free to pass on to
customers the impact of
regulatory induced change
No handset subsidy

TRAI in its submission with
Supreme Court already
recommended migration to BAK
Telecom Act does not impose cost
orientation.
Current legislation does not
mandate IUC

Appropriate controls required to
limit BAK to legitimate termination.
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Recommendations
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Regulate a glide path to BAK
Countries are moving away from
LRIC+ regimes and adopting more
forward looking cost models. To
include indirect costs would be
contrary to the global consensus

Neither FAC nor LRIC+ should be
considered

There is a need to remove
competitive distortions

MTRs based on sound economic
principles and for the overall
development of the industry
should be mandated

The convergence of telecoms and
the internet will require both
technologies to ultimately have the
same interconnection agreements.

Zero MTRs (Bill and Keep) should
now be a near term objective

China is a key comparable country
for India

China has adopted particularly low
mobile termination rates, partly to
encourage competition

3 years since TRAI calculated
MTRs based on pure LRIC with a
view to zero MTRs in two years

BAK should be near-term
objective, but with transition via a
12-18 month glide path

© Copyright Ovum 2014. All rights reserved.
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Country case studies
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China
MTR REGIME: Calling Party Network Pays
Wholesale MTR regime


Before 2006, customers receiving a mobile call had to pay fees. For a fixed-to-mobile call,
mobile operators did not receive compensation for terminating a call on their network (i.e.
the MTR was regulated at zero), and instead recovered the cost of terminating the call
through the retail charges levied on the subscriber receiving the call – a RPP regime.

Key Statistics
GDP per capita USD PPP
(2013)

$11,868

Population (2013)








As a result of fixed-mobile substitution, fixed line subscribers continued to decline and
mobile subscribers increased significantly. Therefore since 2006 the MIIT has encouraged
the trial and commercial practice of receiving calls free of charge on mobile phones: a sign
of the transfer to the CPP regime.
Since 1 June 2010, the MIIT changed the regulation of mobile termination rates. For a fixedto-mobile call, fixed operators have to pay mobile operators RMB0.001 ($0.00015) per
minute. For a mobile-to-fixed or mobile-to-mobile call, mobile operators have to pay
termination rate at RMB0.006 ($0.0009) per minute
Currently, the CPP system has been implemented for most post-paid customers and for the
majority of customers in rural areas.
The regulation of MTRs initially applied only to China Telecom and China Unicom and not to
China Mobile because the latter did not have a fixed-line license. However, in December
2013 the MIIT announced a new MTR for China Mobile of $0.007 (RMB0.04) per minute,
which would apply from January 1, 2014. This rate is lower than that charged by the other
two MNOs. The regulator took this approach in anticipation of China Mobile obtaining a fixed
license in 2014, but also to manage the operator's dominance in the mobile market. The
MIIT intends to review the termination charge every two years in order to monitor China
Mobile's market power.

Market dynamics


There are more post-paid subscribers than pre-paid subscribers in urban areas; whilst in the
rural areas pre-paid subscribers account for the majority. About 50/50 overall

© Copyright Ovum 2014. All rights reserved.

1.39 billion

Mobile subscribers (Sept
2014)

1.3 billion

Mobile penetration (2013)

88.9%

Current average MTR USD
PPP (3Q14)
Market
Dynamics
2013

Market
Share

$0.00017
Blended
retail
price/min
$/min

62%

0.02

23%

0.03

15%

0.03

Source: Ovum Global Mobile and
Regulation Databases, IMF
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Hong Kong
MTR REGIME: commercial negotiation

Key Statistics

Wholesale MTR regime

GDP per capita USD PPP
(2013)



Population (2013)

7.23 million

Mobile subscribers (June
2014)

11.9 million

Mobile penetration (2013)

189.0%

Before June 2008, mobile operators in Hong Kong did not receive compensation for terminating
a call on their network (other than retail charges levied on the subscriber receiving the call).






For a fixed-to-mobile call, mobile operators pay a charge to the fixed operator for
originating the call. The charging rule for a fixed-to-mobile call is as follows:
 the mobile operator pays the fixed operator a fixed charge based on the cost to the
fixed operator of providing the call origination service - HK$0.545 per minute
before 1 May 2009
 the mobile operator recovers the cost of terminating the call through the retail tariff
it levies on its subscribers that receive the call
 the mobile operator receives no payment from the fixed operator
For a mobile-to-fixed call, the charging rule is:
 the mobile subscriber pays a retail per-minute charge for making the call
 the mobile operator pays the fixed operator a termination charge -HK$0.545 per
minute before 1 May 2009
 the fixed subscriber pays no additional per-minute charge to receive the call.
For a mobile-to-mobile call, OFTA left arrangements between operators to be
commercially negotiated.



According to OFTA’s Fixed-Mobile Convergence (FMC) decision, after the transition period
(effective from June 2008 to 27 April 2009) there would be no regulatory guidance for the
interconnection charging arrangements between fixed and mobile carriers.



Currently, MTRs for a fixed-to-mobile call have been determined by commercial negotiations
among operators. For a mobile-to-fixed or mobile-to-mobile call, the termination rates have been
determined by commercial negotiations too. OFTA will only intervene on an ex-post basis.

$52,984

Current average MTR USD
PPP (3Q14)
Market
Dynamics
2013

Market
Share

$0.02
Blended
retail
price/min
$/min

30%
25%
12%
Not
available
14%

Market dynamics


70% post-paid users.
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Source: Ovum Global Mobile and
Regulation Databases, IMF

19%
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Singapore
MTR REGIME: regulated BAK

Key Statistics
GDP per capita USD PPP
(2013)

Wholesale MTR regime





MTRs set at zero. BAK system with no provisions for compensation of traffic
imbalances.
Retail prices are unregulated – the system generally adopted by operators is
RPP. The most common options are traditional RPP packages (cost of
termination recovered through per-minute charges on incoming calls) or free
incoming call plans (monthly subscription fees or daily fixed charges).
IDA reviewed the framework three times (1999, 2002 and 2006) always deciding
to leave the system as it is. They believed that the market was already mature
and would have been harmed by the adoption of a CPP regime.

$78,762

Population (2013)

5.46 million

Mobile subscribers (June
2014)

8.5 million

Mobile penetration (2013)

157.1%

Current average MTR USD
PPP (3Q14)
Market
Dynamics
2013

Market
Share

Market dynamics


57% post-paid. The market is rapidly shifting towards post-paid which represents
the majority of 3G connections

None
Blended
retail
price/min
$/min

46%

0.13

27%

0.13

25%

0.11

2%

Not
available

Source: Ovum Global Mobile and
Regulation Databases, IMF
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United States
MTR REGIME: unregulated BAK

Wholesale MTR regime






Historically, mobile termination rates in the US have been symmetric and much lower
than in many European countries, and carriers have generally followed a receiving party
pays (RPP) regime for voice call termination. However, the regulator is of the opinion
that the ICC system distorts investment in technology and hands operators billions of
dollars per year in indirect subsidies. It believes that its reforms will eliminate hidden
costs in bills and provide economic benefits to consumers through lower prices, better
value for money, or both.
In October 2011 the FCC announced that it was to gradually phase out the intercarrier
compensation (ICC) system, which refers to the charges that one company pays to
another for the origination, transport, and/or termination of telecoms traffic.
The FCC's Transformation Order outlined a nine-year transition to a bill and keep (BAK)
regime for call origination and termination. On an annual basis (commencing on July 1,
2012) LECS are required to gradually reduce interconnection charges. By July 1, 2020
all LECs will use a BAK system, whereby each operator bills its own customers and
does not exchange money with other operators for origination and termination. Mobile
operators cannot charge termination rates to other operators other than a small
reciprocal compensation fee applicable for local calls. Some wireless carriers exchange
traffic with other wireless carriers and non-incumbent landline LECs on a BAK basis.



Currently where BAK is in place, it is under agreements between carriers.



Carriers which don’t have BAK arrangements pay a small reciprocal compensation fee
for local calls ranging from $0.0007 to $0.0025 per minute.

Key Statistics
GDP per capita USD PPP
(2013)

$53,001

Population (2013)

321.26
million

Mobile subscribers (June
2014)

363.41
million

Mobile penetration (2013)

110.7%

Current average MTR USD
PPP (3Q14)
Market
Dynamics
2013

Market
Share

None
Blended
retail
price/min
$/min

22%
21%
12%

Not
available

5%

Market dynamics


Predominance of post-paid subscriptions
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Source: Ovum Global Mobile and
Regulation Databases, IMF
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Canada
MTR REGIME: unregulated BAK
Key Statistics

Wholesale MTR regime


In Canada termination charges are determined according to which type of traffic
is exchanged:









Local termination: traffic exchanged between two local exchange
carriers (LECs) within a certain local interconnection region (LIR) is
settled on a BAK basis. This has been mandated by the regulator
since 2004. However, operators are permitted to monitor the volume
of traffic and to claim termination payments if there is a net traffic
imbalance – a process known as “mutual compensation”.
Long-distance traffic: for cross-LIR traffic, an LEC can either pay the
terminating LEC a long-distance rate or can negotiate an agreement
with an independent inter-exchange carrier that already has
agreements in place to terminate traffic in that LIR.
Mobile operators classified as wireless service providers (WSPs) are
typically responsible for all costs caused by their interconnection. The
Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission
(CRTC) does not regulate WSP-to-WSP interconnection.

GDP per capita USD PPP
(2013)

$43,253
35.35
million

Population (2013)
Mobile subscribers (June
2014)

27.7 million

Mobile penetration (2013)

88.9%

Current average MTR USD
PPP (3Q14)
Market
Dynamics
2013

Market
Share

None
Blended
retail
price/min
$/min

35%

n/a

28%

0.16

28%

0.14

Market dynamics
70% post-paid
Bell Wireless
affiliates

Source: Ovum Global Mobile and
Regulation Databases, IMF
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Overview
Ovum is part of the Informa Group - a FTSE 100 company and leading international provider of research, advisory,
consulting and conference services

Our clients include regulators, governments, incumbent
operators, alternative fixed line operators, mobile operators
(including MVNOs & wireless broadband providers), new
entrants, equipment vendors, ISPs, content owners and
investors

Ovum is comprised of two areas:
Consulting and Research & Analysis
Ovum Consulting utilizes the resources of our
Research Analyst team, who conduct ongoing
research on all areas of telecoms

Consulting

Research & Analysis
With offices in 13 countries, Ovum is a truly global
brand.
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Ovum’s Regulation and Policy practice
Ovum has a long track record of providing consultancy services in telecommunications. Our Regulatory and Policy
Practice provides professional services in a diverse range of areas.
Regulatory Policy






Price setting
Interconnection and Access
Regulatory strategy
Regulatory frameworks
USO

Competition Policy
 Market Analysis
 Anti-competitive conduct
 Dispute resolution

© Copyright Ovum 2014. All rights reserved.

Cost Modelling and Technical
 Cost Model design and
construction: Top-down, Bottomup and Hybrid
 Interconnection, Access and
Termination
 LRIC, LRAIC, TELRIC, TSLRIC,
FAC, FAHC, FACC
Finance & Business plans
 Accounting issues
 Accounting, functional and
structural separation
 WACC
 Profitability analysis

Regulatory Support





Workshops and Training
Conference speaking
Consultations
White papers

Spectrum
 Spectrum management
 Radio spectrum policy
development and implementation
 Economic analysis and pricing
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1

Introduction

On 19th of Novermber 2014 the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI) has
issued a Consultation Paper on Interconnection Usage Charges. In this paper the TRAI
is inviting stakeholders to give answers and comments to a set of 22 questions related to
interconnection usage charges. A fundamental question is, whether regulated
termination charges should be cost oriented or cost based or based on the system of Bill
and Keep. In case a cost based approach would be selected by TRAI, the question is
which methodology for the determination of the relevant costs should be selected.
•

Detecon would like to argue in favor of the Bill and Keep approach in India in
chapter 2 of this paper.

•

In chapter 3 we are commenting on the basic questions which costing approach
should be selected and on some of the more detailed questions how to deal with
regulatory costs, spectrum charges and rising data traffic.

•

Chapter 4 finally will give some background about global trends, the approaches of
leading regulatory authorities and a recommendation for India.
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2

Bill and Keep, the Future Termination Approach
(TRAI Consultation Question Q1)

In circuit-switched networks the most common principle for wholesale charging is “calling
party network pays (CPNP)”, where the network operator of the calling party pays the
whole call and the receiving paty pays nothing. Bill and Keep (BAK) on the other hand is
a regime, where the cost for incoming traffic from other operators is borne by the
network access provider. In an NGA this may be applied for the terminating segment up
to the first router or switch and associated service control function after the access /
concentration network. Any transit services behind this point are not included in BAK and
will be paid extra.
There are a number of advantages from Bill and Keep for India including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Positive consumer welfare effects
Efficiency gains
Increased innovation
Prevention of anti-competitve behavior
Reduced transaction costs and cost of regulation
Reduction in legal and regulatory uncertainty
Technology neutrality

Subsequently, these issues are described in detail.

2.1 Positive Consumer Welfare Effects
The problem of a CPNP arrangement is that termination fees on a per minute basis are
seen as additional costs with regarding to on-net calls and build a retail price floor for offnet calls, even if the traffic structure is symmetric. In calling party pays regimes therefore
typically off-net calls are priced higher, resulting in reduced traffic volume in the retail
markets.
The figure below shows intuitively this effect, where countries with CPNP charging
mechanism charge significantly higher than countries with BAK.
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Figure 1 Retail prices - PPM12

The consumer welfare effect has been scientifically evaluated by WIK (2010), using
econometric methods to study the impact of MTRs on retail prices and demand over 5
years for 61 MNOs from 16 European Member States, all using a CPNP wholesale
regime. The researchers show, “that lower MTRs tend ot result in a lower average retail
unit price, with a highly significant coefficient of +0.71.” (…) “Our results also
demonstrate that lower MTRs (presumably operating through the mechanism of lower
retail prices) lead to increased mobile call initiation in terms of minutes of use per month
per subscription. (…) The overall policy implication, in our view, is that efforts to drive
MTRs to lower levels are appropriate and will tend to increase consumer welfare.” This is
in particular true for a BAK system bringing termination rates to 0.
An additional argument is the positive network externality of the receiving party. Not only
the calling party derives a benefit from the call, but also the receiving party. This
externality would be better reflected under a BAK regime.
There are usual fears in BAK regime regarding increasing number of unwanted calls
being terminated. This can always be regulated by effective consumer protection
regulation and this cannot be a reason against BAK regime.

1
2

Merill Lynch, “Global Wireless Matrix 1Q07”, 15 June 2007
Detecon based on GSMA Operator Rankings 2Q 2014
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2.2 Efficiency Gains
Wholesale charging mechanisms differ with regard to the incentives they set for efficient
network usage. If termination rates exceed marginal costs (what they do by definition in
the case of Fully Allocated Costs) this will lead to sub-optimal network usage. In future
networks access costs will be increasingly usage insensitive and more capacity
sensitive. Vogelsang (2006) elaborates, “the risk of a non-optimal level of network usage
is circumvented under BAK, as this system does not require efficient termination costs to
be determined. Moreover, the flexibility under BAK to apply different tariff schemes at the
retail level may also be conducive to an efficient network usage because operators can
offer tariff schemes best suited to customer needs.”
BAK offers incentives for each operator to minimize it’s own costs

2.3 Innovation Effects
If in a CPNP regime unit costs for termination are paid by competitors, the incentive to
switch to an all IP network is reduced. In a BAK regime on the other hand the access
network operator has to optimize all costs. NGAs have significant lower OPEX and
CAPEX due to less physical layers and network hierarchies, much less network
components and interfaces and higher capacity of the packet-switching NGN equipment
technology. This will finally lead to lower cost per unit.

2.4 Prevent Anti-Competitive Behavior
As mentioned before, under CPNP there is no market pressure to keep termination costs
low. To the contrary, there is an incentive to strategic pricing by keeping incumbent
networks cost for off-net calls high and thereby harm newcomers and smaller
competitors. Under a BAK regime the operator has to bear his own cost of termination
and and has to find innovative pricing schemes if he does not want to loose customers.
Another anti-competitive behavior may be abusing MTRs through arbitrage or phantom
traffic. A well known example is tromboning, less known the method of buying SIM cards
of competitors with a flat rate contract and using these SIMs by artificially creating traffic
that is terminated in the own network.

2.5 Transaction Costs
BAK has the advantage of removing significant effort for billing and invoicing. In a CPNP
regime, the operators are forced to implement wholesale billing platforms which implies
additional costs. Further, the cost of settlement of charging disputes incurs costs for
negotiations and legal procedures. All these costs are removed by introducing a BAK
system and thereby increases the efficiency of the sector.
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2.6 Cost of regulation
On all almost all CPNP countries, the tariff and price regulation has evolved to one of the
major tasks of regulatory authorities. A whole set of activites from the establishment of
cost models, termination charge determination, approval of tariffs and settlement of
disputes have been implemented to mitigate the negative outcomes of the CPNP
regime. Further, as the decisions are not allways accepted by all market participants,
these decisions end up for legal disputes in court.
In addition to these operationally cost of regulation, there are also the costs for
implementing the tariff regulation into legal documents. This causes costs to the
government for drafting and deciding on new laws and by-laws. It also causes costs to
the market participants for lobbying activities.
All the activities are causing significant costs of regulaton for operators, regulatory
authorities, courts and governments. Hence, by introducing BAK, the cost of regulation is
significantly reduced.

2.7 Removal of legal and regulatory uncertainty
The Bill and Keep system removes the legal and regulatory uncertainties with regard to
the entire tariff regulation, which leads to a significant barrier for investors and hence,
higher investments in the telecommunication networks.
In the CPNP systems around the globe, regulatory authorities and competition
authorities are constantly/regular carrying through procedures to either approve tariffs or
prevent anit-competitive behavior. This means for investors, that these cannot be sure
about how to cover any costs related to their investments in the telecommunications
sector. As a consequence, the investors requires higher returns of investments to cover
for these risks and won’t invest in case these higher returns cannot be covered for.
As the Bill and Keep system makes the entire price/tariff regulation on a wholesale level
(and eventually also on a retail level), the uncertainties caused by regulatory authorities
and competition authorities are removed.
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2.8 Technology neutrality
The Bill and Keep regime is in difference to the CPNP and other regimes entirely
technology neutral and hence, insensitive to technological changes. As each operator
carries its own costs and there is no technical costs considered in the tariffs, a change in
the underlying technology does not effect any MTRs. This is different in case of CPNP,
where new technologies raises questions about coverage of costs, relevant cost drivers,
conversion factors in case of different types of traffic (voice and data traffic), efficiency
isses etc. Hence, the Bill and Keep regime is more future proof than any other charging
regime.
Currently, the networks are in the transition towards IP technologies. In these future
networks, the cost of transport for one minute of voice is becoming almost negligible, as
voice is only a small fraction of the total traffic in the network, the IP packets are routed
more efficient and the radio access networks uses the spectrum more efficient. This
means that the costs of voice traffic are going down significantly. If the regulation of
tariffs would not consider this development, the operators become the possibility to
conduct anti-competitive behavior by cross-subsidies financed through MTRs. This
situation clearly establishes that the CPNP regime is not future proof.
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3

Cost oriented Interconnection Usage Charges
(TRAI Consultation Question Q5 and Q11)

Despite the fact that we argue in favor of a BAK system Detecon also wants to give our
opinion in case, the TRAI decides to go forward with a cost based or cost oriented
approach. If this decision would be taken, we believe a clear road map for a future
oriented system from the present Fully Allocated Costs via a system based on pure Long
Run Incremental Costs to a Bill and Keep system should be introduced.
We will first deal with the general question, whether the relevant costs should be
determined on a historical or foreward looking system, based on top-down or bottom-up
data and whether non-product specific variable costs should be included in the
calculations.

3.1 Fully Allocated Cost Methods versus Incremental Cost Methods
As stated in section 2, the BAK system is the preferred option in India providing the most
efficient solution to the Indian telecommunication sector. If TRAI decides against BAK, it
will have to deal with tariff regulation to prevent anti-competitive behavior. Thereby it is
necessary to decide on which cost standard should be used.
Detecon has come to the conclusion for India that the only relevant costs are the
marginal costs related to the call. The farther away from the marginal costs, the less
preferably is the cost standard. Hence, if BAK is not introduced, marginal costs or Pure
LRIC is the second best solution, while FAC would have the most negative impact on the
Indian telecommunications sector.
There are a number of reasons not to use FAC. These are partially derived from the
definition of the cost standard itself, but also due to its implementation based on topdown models based on the accounting systems of the regulated operators.
These cons for FAC and FAC models almost all lead to cost results which are excessive.
Due to the problems with excessive costs, as listed in chapter Error! Reference source
not found., the FAC costing standard would be harming the Indian telecommunication
sector.
The following cons exist for FAC:
•

FAC does not reflect the relevant costs, as these would not be the costs
relevant in a market with sufficient competition: The reason to regulate the
MTRs is the lack of competition and the possibility for the operators to charge
excessive tariffs. In order to remedy such a behavior, the regulatory authorities
are regulating the tariffs which would have been applied if the marked have had
sufficient competition. According to economic theory, the prices a company can
charge in a market with sufficient competition equals the costs including a
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sufficient return on invest (e.g. WACC) a new entrant would enter the market. If
the prices in a market with sufficient competition would be higher, then additional
suppliers would enter the market and drive the prices down. This implies that the
prices and related regulatory determined costs should reflect the management
decision to enter or exit a market. For an existing company, the relevant costs for
entering a market is the incremental costs per se, as these are the costs he
would additionally have for offering an additional service. As a consequence, the
FAC costing standard is not in line with economic theory and would not fulfill the
needs of regulation.
•

The FAC cost standard is based on historic costing data: The FAC uses the
accounting system of the regulated operator and is therefore based in historic
costing data. By transferring the asset costs from HCA (Historic Cost Accounting)
to CCA (Current Cost Accounting), the assets can be valuated based on current
data. All other costs though, are then still based on historic costs. For a new
entrant, the historic costs are irrelevant. This means that there is a mismatch
between the costs of a new entrant and the incumbents, at the advantage of the
incumbents. With typically higher costs for incumbents, this implies that the
regulatory costs based on FAC are too high with too high MTRs as a result.

•

FAC results in too high costs in case of increasing volumes and non-linear
costs: The FAC calculates the costs by dividing the determined total costs with
the volumes produced (i.e. minutes), i.e. the FAC standard assumes linearity in
the costs. Unfortunately, such linearity does not exist due to economies of scale
as well as due to the high proportion of fixed costs. In a telecommunications
network, each additional minute becomes cheaper to produce. This is not
reflected in the FAC cost standard. Instead, a volume increase (which is the
typical case in telecommunication networks) implies provides an
overcompensation for fixed costs as well as variable cists with economies of
scale. As a consequence, FAC cost models are not suitable for services with
variations in volumes.

•

Information asymmetries lead to a weak regulatory control of the costs and
therefore imply approved tariffs which are too high: In case of FAC, the
regulatory cost assessment is done by using the accounts of the regulated
operator. Unfortunately, this means that the operator has full insight into its own
costs, but the regulator has not. This information asymmetry makes it hardly
possible for the regulator to approve the data delivery from the operators without
making any misstakes. The result of the information asymmetries is that the
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operator can allocate more costs than it has without the regulator noticing it. In
the end, the approved tariffs will be too high. This can only be dealt with by
introducing a bottom-up LRIC cost model.3

•

Intrasparency and lack of information regarding allocation/attribution keys
reduces the quality of FAC cost models and therefore lead to inaccurate
regulatory costing: The FAC models have to allocate/attribute the costs to
different services according to allocation keys (based on activity based costing).
The determination of these allocation keys is always arbitrary and instransparent
as it depends on the accounting system of the regulated operator and detailed
definition of costs and judgements regarding cost causations related to single
cost units. The difficulties to define and quantify the allocation keys make the
entire assessment of costs based on FAC models completely arbitrary. In
combination with the information asymmetries, the result is that the regulated
operator can present exaggerated costs to the regulator and as a result,
excessive MTRs are approved.

•

Difficulties to exclude inefficiencies: As the FAC are derived from the
accounts of the regulated operator, these per se include all inefficiencies the
regulated operator has. Due to the difficulties for the regulator to identify and
quantify the inefficiencies, FAC models almost always include inefficiencies in the
costs, i.e. the result is too high MTRs.

•

Implies high costs for the operators: In case the FAC costing standard is
compared to a BULRIC (bottom-up LRIC) model, the costs for FAC are much
higher to the regulated operator as this has to provide extensive costing
information to the regulator.

•

Intransparent regulation as most data is not public: The problem with FAC
models are that these are top-down models based on disclosed data from the
regulated operator. In difference, a BULRIC model is mainly based in publicly
available data. This means that FAC models lack transparency and the control
needed in a democratic legal system. FAC models thereby lack the legitimation
and understanding from market participants. This is different in case of BULRIC
models.

3 FAC cost models are allways by nature top-down and hence, implicitly implies information
asymmetry problems.
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In order to come by with these issues, the regulatory authorities have moved from FAC
to LRIC, Pure LRIC or BAK. Reasons for LRIC and Pure LRIC, in addition to the
shortfalls of FAC, are:
•
•
•
•
•

The costs reflect those which would be relevant in a market with sufficient
competition
Incentives for operators to minimize costs as only the efficient costs and not the
average historic costs are regarded.
Excludes historic developments and sunk costs as the LRIC/Pure LRIC cost
standards are forward looking
Enables bottom-up modelling wich means that the regulator is less dependant on
the regulated operator and his cost accounting system
Implies low costs for the operators as these do not need to provide the costing
information.

The Pure LRIC cost standard does have even more advantages than LRIC (or LRIC+).
The UK regulator OFCOM has also come to this conclusion:
“We now consider, in light of the responses to the consultation and the further
evidence, that pure LRIC is the better approach as it will maximise the benefits to
consumers as it better promotes sustainable competition, is economically efficient
and is unlikely to raise material equity concerns. We have reached this view
having had regard to the relevant legal tests for the imposition of remedies and
our wider statutory duties”4
Several reasons for Pure LRIC exist, additional to those mentioned above:
•

•

Pure LRIC is the cost standard most consistent with the economic literature.5
Pure LRIC regards only efficiently incurred costs that would not be sustained if
the service included in the increment was no longer produced (i.e. avoidable
costs).
It only includes direct volume-sensitive costs of the given service, excluding all
cost categories that are not volume sensitive (e.g. joint and common costs).This
implies that changes in volumes does not cause an overcompensation of
overhead and common costs (is is the case by LRIC+).

As can be seen by all these arguments, Pure LRIC is the best cost standard followed
by LRIC and then LRIC+. FAC is by no means a suitable cost standard.
There are a number of aspects important to understand when implementing pure
LRIC:
•

4
5

The costs related to network coverage should not be considered in the
regulatory cost assessment. Investments based on basic coverage

OFCOM, Statement „Wholesale mobile voice call termination“, 15 march 2011, p. 171
OFCOM, Statement „Wholesale mobile voice call termination“, 15 march 2011, p. 173
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•

•

•

requirements as a part of the license conditions and hence these costs are
not traffic driven. These costs are “sunk” and not “incremental” in any respect.
In the LRIC model, the attempt should be to estimate incremental costs that
the receiving operator has to incur to offer the termination facility and
therefore only capacity related expenses, over and above base coverage
network, should be considered.
Parts of the general network CAPEX that is related to the overall provision of
retail services should not be regarded as “avoidable costs” to be factored in
the LRIC computation. This is particularly true for the large part of the CAPEX
in India that still pertains to coverage rather that capacity enhancement.
In particular the computation of the number of BTSs required for capacity
should be done after factoring in the capacity provided by the number of
BTSs for coverage.
In the same way other elements of the network should also be first looked at
from coverage perspective and only the incremental should be considered for
capacity requirements.

3.2 Regulatory Costs
On all almost all CPNP countries, the tariff and price regulation has evolved to one on
the major tasks of regulatory authorities and regulated operators. A whole set of activites
from the establishment of cost models, approval of tariffs, termination charge
determination and settlement of disputes have been implemented to mitigate the
negative outcomes of the CPNP regime. Usually many costs are duplicated, e.g. the
NRA develops and uses a proprietory regulatory cost model, but all regulated operators
use their own ones. Operators are employing numerous specialists to elaborate the
reports and data sets the NRA requires as well as lobbying specialists.
Regulatoy decisions are not allways accepted by all market participants, these decisions
end up for legal disputes in court. In Germany the cost-based determination of monthly
rental for unbundled local loops has been determined every 2 years on a new cost basis
since 1999. Recently several public courts and the European Court of Justice have
declared all decisions since then as illegal, based on some of the underlying cost
assumptions. Consequently the costly process of price determination for the last 15
years has to be re-newed with large insecurity about possible indemnities. All
stakeholders hope for better outcome for them and invest in lobbying for new cost
standards.
In addition to these operationally cost of regulation, there are also the costs for
implementing the tariff regulation into legal documents. This causes costs to the
government for drafting and deciding on new laws and by-laws. It also causes costs to
the market participants for lobbying activities.
Though regulation in the Telco sector is necessary and some costs cannot be avoided,
the system of cost based determination of wholesale prices is adding up for operators,
NRAs, courts and governments to a scale, where the efficiency benefit of a more
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precisely regulated price might be clearly offset by the costs to achieve such a
regulation.. Hence, by introducing BAK, the cost of regulation is significantly reduced.

3.3 Spectrum Charges
(TRAI Consultation Question Q8)
Detecon is convinced that the spectrum charges should not be included in the cost
assessment. By including the spectrum charges, the incremental costs for voice would
be inflated which would lead to excessive MTRs. This has negative impact on
consumers and new entrants in the market.
The costs per MHz have increased significantly during the last decade, but the higher
costs per MHz of spectrum are not caused by the requirements of the voice services.
Instead, it is the mobile broadband services which have made this resource to become a
bottleneck service with astronomical prices. Hence, the cost of spectrum should be
allocated to the actual price drivers, which are the mobile broadband services.6
A further reason to not include spectrum charges is that these are no incremental costs
and therefore, these should not be included in LRIC, Pure LRIC or LRIC+. The spectrum
is acquired to provide the mobile broadband access to the end users. The voice
termination minutes are only a by-product which uses the spectrum resources required
anyway to meet the resource requirements for mobile broadband access services.
Therefore, the need for spectrum and hence the costs do not increase by a typical
increase in call volumes.
A further reason to regard spectrum costs as non-incremental is that the operator has to
pay for the spectrum also in case the volumes for mobile broadband and voice are
decreasing. This is because there is no active secondary spectrum market in which the
operator can easily resell the spectrum.
The inclusion of spectrum in the regulatory cost assessment would increase the cost of
MTRs and thereby causing the end users to pay more the the voice services. Further it
would also create the wrong incentives for the operators. These would get their costs
recovered through MTRs for even higher bids in the spectrum auctions. Hence, the end
users would pay more for voice services, because operators have higher costs for
spectrum (through higher bids in the auctions), which are paid to the government.
Hence, higher MTRs to cover spectrum costs would work as a hidden indirect tax on the
consumers.

6

In case of India, the GSM Association comes to the conclusion that the inefficient spectrum
allocation causes significant harm and writes: “The cost of inefficient spectrum allocation in India
is in the order of $3.6 billion per annum on foregone Economic Surplus.” (see GSM Association,
The Cost of Spectrum Auction Distortions Review of spectrum auction policies and economic
assessment of the impact of inefficient outcomes, October 2014, p. 24). It would cause even
more harm, if these distortions would be reflected in the MTRs as well.
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3.4 Non Voice Services change the game of MTRs
Modern smart-phones are small computers. “Fixed” NGAs with a fiber connected WLAN
box and “mobile” NGAs with a fiber connected femto cell are physically very similar.
Fixed or mobile application usage will be identical. Only the size of the screen may
define somehow whether a device is more frequently used on mobile or fixed locations.
People will use Internet applications on each screen more or less in the same way, and
voice applicationss are just some out of many Apps with similar virtual push-buttons.

Global Data Traffic Growth

Detecon Forecast Traffic Shares (%) in Germany



Based on conservative forecasts, mobile data traffic
will increase 16 times (1566%) at a CAGR of 76% over
a 5 year period (2011-2016)



The convergence of fixed and mobile devices will also
lead to a convergence of service usage and thus
traffic.



A polynomial regression indicates that in 2025 the
data traffic of mobile networks is reaching a level 130
times higher than the one experienced in 2011.



Voice traffic will shrink to about 4% of total in 10 years
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Figure 2 7Traffic growth

Today in Germany just slightly above 20% of total traffic are voice and messaging, with a
trend to decrease to about 4%. This is not because voice is decreasing in absolute
terms, but because video and data applications are growing much faster. Data exchange
between machines and are increasingly independent from human usage (e.g. update of
navigation systems in cars etc.), and therefore their usage is not limited by the time
humans are spencing on ICT services.
However, current MTRs are based on costs for voice services, only. Data are exchanged
via “peering” contracts, which basically are a BAK regime. Voice over LTE or VoIP
services are currently converted into PSTN minute traffic to allocate costs of service, but

7

Detecon based on GSMA Operator Rankings 2Q 2014
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there is no cost per kbyte charge for the majority of data traffic. In future this would lead
to the perverse effect that a small minority of traffic would bear all costs of network
expansion, despite the fact that network expansion is dimensioned mainly on video and
data traffic in peak hours which “cost” nothing.
This clearly shows that legacy network concepts cannot simply be transferred to modern
telecommunications and the cost-based approach in termination will fade out.
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4

International Trends and Best Practice of IUC

4.1 Regulating tariffs based on Indian market KPIs
When assessing if wholesale tariffs are excessive or not, it is important to consider the
national KPIs including retail revenues and retail prices. Benchmarking mobile wholesale
tariffs abroad would not provide the right conclusions as the networks in India have been
rolled out based on Indian circumstances in order to meet the needs of the Indian
consumers.
GSMA lists the effective price per minute for 182 operators across 93 countries
worldwide, including 6 operators from India. The following graph shows the tariffs
worldwide (except India) and compares these with those in India. As can be seen in the
graph, the effective retail tariffs in India are extremely low in an international comparison.
While the average tariffs in the world are around 8.2 US-Cents per Minute, the tariffs in
India are only making up 1/12th of this. Even the highest effective price per Minute in
India (Vodafone: 0,011 US-Cents) is only making up less than 1/7th of the worldwide
average.

Effective price per Minute according to GSMA (Q2/ 2004)
in USD per Minute
0,434

Worldexcept India
India

0,082
0,011

Max

0,007

Average

0,007 0,004

Min

Figure 3: Effective retail price per minute8

8

Detecon based on GSMA Operator Rankings 2Q 2014
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This comparison makes clear, that the
compared to international benchmarks,
occur. Price-margin-squeezes, where the
than the retail tariffs, drives all operators
market.

MTRs in India must be significantly lower
as otherwise price-margin-squeezes would
wholesale tariffs plus retail costs are higher
with higher traffic out- than inflow out of the

The next graph has been included in order to show the gap which is usually existing
between wholesale and retail tariffs. As can be seen by these comparisons, the retail
tariffs in Asia-Pacific were 3.8 times higher than the wholesale rates. In Europe the retail
tariffs were 8.4 times higer than the wholesale rates. Would this gap between wholesale
and retail rates be implemented in India, the wholesale tariffs would come close to Pure
LRIC or even be comparable to a BAK system:

Wholesale and retail tariffs in Asia-Pacific
USDCents(PPP) per minute
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Figure 4: Comparison of wholesale and retail tariffs in Asia-Pacific9

9

OVUM, „The Global Regulation of Mobile Termination Rates“, 11 February 2014, p. 9
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Wholesale and retail tariffs in Europe
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Figure 5: Comparison of wholesale and retail tariffs in Europe10

The conclusion to be made is that the wholesale termination rates in India need to be
reduced significantly in order to reflect the KPIs in the Indian markets. Further, to avoid a
situation with a price-margin-squeeze, the wholesale tariffs must be reduced significantly
in order to be consistent with the retail tariffs.11

4.2

MTR and the global trends

The SIM card of a home Mobile Network Operator is a bottleneck resource for
terminating calls to the subscriber and the MNO has a limited monopoly power for other
operators on this termination market. On a worldwide basis currently mobile termination
charges are regulated, however there is a large divergence of standards, approaches
and valuations.
The following figure shows the distribution of major regulatory approaches, mainly based
on cost-oriented pricing but also including other methods like “Bill and Keep”,
“benchmarking” or “commercial negotiations”.

10

OVUM, „The Global Regulation of Mobile Termination Rates“, 11 February 2014, p. 9
In a price-margn-squeeze test, a margin hast o be applied between retail and wholesale tariffs
to enable a return on investment and coverage of retail costs such as sales costs and costs for
customer care.

11
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With the exception of Asia-Pacific global MTRs are shrinking, also by introduction of
modern costing methodologies instead of FAC.

Figure 6: Global trends in MTR

The EU trend can mainly be explained by the new policy to regulate MTR prices on the
basis of pure LRIC. There is still a way to go for many member states, however most
NRAs have introduced glide paths for lower, uniform MTRs in their countries.
Meanwhile some “Best Practice” countries have gone even further than regulating on a
pure LRIC basis and introduced a BAK in fixed and mobile networks. Amongst them are
the
• FCC in the United States,
• IDA in Singapore (monitored BAK),
• CRTC in Canada and
• Anatel in Brazil (introduced a partial form of B&K and will introduce a full CPP
system in 2016.)

4.3 Approaches followed by Regulatory Authorities worldwide
4.3.1 European Commission
In 2009 The European Commission has issued a recommendation for a harmonization of
the MTRs in all member states. The recommendation is based on a “pure Long Run
Incremental Cost (pure LRIC)” approach and IUC should be set symmetric for fixed and
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mobile. Currently the member states are in the process of harmonizing their MTR
regulations, with the general trend of strong decrease of MTRs.
It is recommended to base the cost evaluation on a bottom-up modeling approach,
based on efficient technologies and current costs. This means, the core part of the
network should be based on NGN assumptions, the access part currently on a mixture of
2G and 3G. It can be expected that the next recommendation will include all-IP voice
and LTE access for mobile.

Figure 7: MTR Trends

4.3.2 IDA
In a Decision and Explanatory Memorandum issued by the Infocomm Development
Authority of Singapore (IDA) on 8th May 2008, it was proposed that the BAK
arrangement should be a viable long term Interconnection settlement regime between
operators, regardless of the technologies, networks, platforms and the end user devices
used. IDA considers that the BAK arrangement would allow each operator to manage
their own costs of originating and terminating the traffic in their own networks.
IDA also believes that the speed of deployment of IP-based NGNs and the increasing
pace of FMS (Fixed Mobile Convergence) are calling for BAK, as the most appropriate
long term interconnection regime.
4.3.3 FCC
On October 27, 2011, the U.S. Federal Communications Commission (FCC) announced
that it would adopt a bill-and-keep framework for all telecommunications traffic
exchanged with local exchange carriers (LECs), as part of an effort to reduce arbitrage
practices such as traffic pumping and phantom traffic, encourage the deployment of IP-
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based networks, and reduce artificial competitive distortions between wireline and
wireless carriers

The regulator is of the opinion that the present Cost-oriented IUC system distorts
investment in technology and hands operators billions of dollars per year in indirect
subsidies. It believes that its reforms will eliminate hidden costs in bills and provide
economic benefits to consumers through lower prices, better value for money, or both.

The FCC's Transformation Order outlined a nine-year transition to a bill and keep (BAK)
regime for call origination and termination. By July 1, 2020 all LECs will use a BAK
system, whereby each operator bills its own customers and does not exchange
payments with other operators for origination and termination.
It is worthwile noting here that, some ILECs between themselves, as well as some
CLECs between themselves, have already implemented on a voluntary basis BAK
agreements for their local traffic.
A similar debate on the appropriate interconnection regime for IP-based networks is also
held in the US where the FCC in its “National Broadband Plan” suggests to phase-out
per-minute intercarrier compensation rates for the origination and termination of
telecommunications voice traffic by 2017-2020.

4.3 The right interconnection regime for India
In Chapter 1 B. of the Consultation Paper the TRAI summarizes the impact of IUC on the
telecom sector and its objectives to maximize the net benefit for India and balance
different conflicting interests of service providers.
Detecon is convinced that the best IUC system for India will be a BAK arrangement. The
TRAI states:
“A well-designed IUC regime should not only allow recover costs of service provider but
also provide flexibility to service providers to offer innovative tariff plans.”
We have demonstrated in detail that a cost based termination rate would lead to higher
retail prices in particular for off-net calls while a BAK regime would provide incentives for
innovative tariff plans to recover the incoming traffic costs, including flat rates, capacity
pricing, buckets etc.
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The TRAI further elaborates
“…the IUC regime should also ensure that a service provider does not pass on the
burden of its own tariff decision to other networks involved in completing the call or to
new competing service providers in the form of a high IUC.”
We have demonstated in chapter 2 that exactly this effect will occur if large (incumbent)
operators will charge higher off-net retail prices than on-net prices and that the large
operator has incentives to even overstate the cost impact of cost based IUCs. Therefore
a BAK arrangement can minimize this effect.
A further important objective of the TRAI in the design of an IUC regime is to balance
investment incentives and the interest of competition and to ensure that the benefits of
positive network externalities are delivered to consumers.
A BAK system is technology neutral, provides incentives to switch from legacy
technology to all IP networks with lower unit costs, the lower overall retail price level and
more efficient utilization of networks under this regime finally result in higher consumer
welfare.
We believe that taken the already very low level of MTRs into account the operators in
India can afford a switching from FAC based IUCs to a BAK system without major harm
to their profitability. If the TRAI feels, that there should be a transition path from one to
the other system we would recommend to first switch to a pure LRIC based IUC system
and switch to BAK in a second step.
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5

Detecon at a glance

Detecon International is one of the leading Management Consulting is a globally present
consulting company, specialized on ICT topics and combining classical management
consulting with outstanding technological expertise We are a subsidiary of Europe’s
largest carrier, Deutsche Telecom. With more than 1000 consultants in 13 offices world
wide we produce a turnover of about €165m per annum.
Among our clients are major industrial producers and service providers, but 85% of the
value is created by Telcos and Regulatory Authorities.Detecon is able to provide
interdisciplinary and highly qualified teams of regulatory consultants specialized in all the
services to be rendered.

Detecon also provided consulting services on accounting separation and LRIC modeling
for over 10 years and has become a trusted advisor for many clients in this field.
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Carriers in the last five years
(LRIC/AS clients)

Selected regulators last five
years (LRIC/AS)

For more information please follow
www.detecon.com
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6

Abbreviations

BAK

Bill and Keep

BULRIC

Bottom-Up LRIC

CCA

Current Cost Accounting

CPNP

Calling Party Network Pays, i.e. the network operator initating the call
pays for the entire call

CPP

Calling Party Pays

FAC

Fully Allocated Costs

HCA

Historic Cost Accounting

IP

Internet Protocol

KPIs

Key Performance Indicators

LECs

Local Exchange Carriers

LRIC

Long Run Incremental Costs

LTE

Long-Term Evolution

MHz

Mega Hertz

MNOs

Mobile Network Operators

MTR

Mobile Termination Rates, i.e mobile interconnection usage charges

NGA

Next Generation Access networks, i.e. primarily IP packet based access
networks

NGN

Next Generation Networks, i.e. primarily IP packet based networks

NRA

National Regulatory Authority

PSTN

Public Switched Telephony Networks

SIM

Subscriber Identity Module

TRAI

Telecom Regulatory Authority of India

VoIP

Voice over IP

WACC

Weighted average cost of capital
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Chapter I

Introduction and Background

A1.1

Background
The Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI) was established under an
Act of Parliament in 1997 as a statutory body. TRAI is responsible for
regulating the affairs of the telecommunications and broadcasting sector for
ensuring orderly growth of the sector while protecting the interests of service
providers and consumers. Section 11 (1) (b) of the Act confers on TRAI

certain mandatory functions. The TRAI has been issuing Interconnection

Usage Charges (IUC) regulations under section 11(1) (b) (iv) of the TRAI Act
to regulate revenue share arrangements amongst service providers for
sharing their revenue derived from providing telecommunication services.

The first IUC Regulation was issued on 24th January, 2003 prescribing
various components of the IUC. This Regulation was superseded by the IUC

Regulation of 29th October 2003, which is the principal regulation. The
principal regulation has been periodically reviewed and amended from time

to time. The latest amendment to the IUC Regulation was issued by TRAI on

09.03.2009.These amendments became effective from 1st April 2009.
1.2

Some service providers challenged the IUC regulations dated 09.03.09

before the TDSAT (Telecom Disputes Settlement & Appellate Tribunal)on
various grounds. Hon'ble TDSAT passed its judgment on 29.09.10 and

directed TRAI to consider determining the Interconnection Usage Charges
afresh, while providing its observations and directions. Some of the

observations/directions of the Hon'ble TDSAT relating to IUC costing
methodology are as follows:

"..It is not in controversy that cost would include CAPEX/OPEX and
depreciation."

"...We are furthermore of the opinion that aggregation of cost, whether

Capital costor operating costbeing based on different accounting
principles, different techniques and standards for various purposes

.

f

®
including taxing purpose may have to be applied to give effect to cost
causation principle and so faras determination of IUC including
termination charges are concerned...."
"... The TRAI as an expert body should have a vision, what can happen
in future keeping in view the experience of other countries may be borne
in mind..."

Tor the aforementioned reasons, we direct the TRAI to consider the
matter afresh...."

1.3

TRAI has filed the present Appeal to the Hon'ble Supreme Court challenging
the Order of the Hon'ble TDSAT dated 29.09.2010 on various technical and

legal grounds including inter-alia the legal premise whether the validity of a
regulation of TRAI framed in exercise of powers conferred u/s. 36 of the
TRAI Act, can be challenged before the Appellate Tribunal u/s. 14 of the
TRAI Act, 1997. TRAI has also prayed to this Court to allow the Appeal and
set aside the final judgment and order dated 29.09.10 passed by the Hon'ble
TDSAT.

1.4

The said Appeal was listed for preliminary hearing on 04.02.2011 when this
Hon'ble Court was pleased to admit the same and pass the following order: -

"Admit.

As far as interim relief is concerned, time is given to the Appellant to
implement the decision of TDSAT within a further period of 4 months from

today without prejudice to the rights and contentions of the parties."

1.5

TRAI had begun the exercise to determine the IUC charges prior to the filing of
the present Appeal. TRAI was proceeding as per the direction of this Hon'ble
Court to complete the IUC exercise. However while the exercise was in

progress, TRAI confronted several serious difficulties and accordingly filed an

Application for direction pointing out that by selectively citing observations of
the Hon'ble TDSAT, service providers had challenged /questioned TRAI's

power to independently determine IUC charges in exercise of its statutory
powers conferred u/s. 11(1)(b)(ii), (iii) and (iv).

It

1.6

On 15.07.11, this Hon'ble Court directed that the Application be listed for

further hearing on 29th July, 2011, as the parties desired to place additional
facts on record. On 29th July, 2011, this Hon'ble Court passed the following
order

"... Before taking up the matter for final hearing, this Court would like
the Regulator to compute the IUC with the inclusion of capital cost and
without inclusion of the capital cost. In this case, the TRAI, which is the

original Authority, has taken the view as a matter of law/regulation that
capital cost should not be taken into account in the matter of fixation of

IUC, whereas the Telecom Disputes Settlement and Appellate Tribunal

[TDSAT, for short] has taken a contrary view saying that the capital
cost should be taken into account in the matter of fixation of IUC.

Therefore, we want the Regulatorto give us the computation of the IUC
to be worked out on both the basis, namely, what would be the IUC if
capital cost is taken into account and what would be the IUC if the
capital cost is not taken into account?...

...The Regulator will give its working by 31st October, 2011. ..."

1.7

Since the issue of inclusion of capital cost has been raised by service
providers in the context of calculation of mobile and fixed termination charges
in the IUC Regulations, accordingly, TRAI has computed these charges
including and excluding the capital costs, on the basis of various

methodologies prevalent world-wide in the telecom sector and suggested by
service providers during the consultation process, and has prepared this
Report. As far as other components of IUC are concerned, TRAI has
completed the review exercise.

B-

1.8

An Introduction to Interconnection

Interconnection allows subscribers, services and networks of one service
provider to be accessed by subscribers, services and networks of the other

service providers. If networks are efficiently interconnected, subscribers of
one network are able to seamlessly communicate with those of another

network or access the services offered by other networks. Without an

effective interconnection, the market would develop as discrete islands and
economic benefits associated with market expansion and liberalization

would be limited. For competition to develop, it is essential that subscribers
of one network communicate with those of another network. In a broader
sense, the term interconnection refers to the commercial and technical

arrangement under which service providers connect their equipment,
networks and services to enable their subscribers to have access to the

subscribers,

services

and

networks

of other service

providers.

Interconnection is the lifeline of telecommunications. It is one of the

foundations of viable competition which in turn is the main driver for growth
and innovation in telecommunications markets. Good interconnection

arrangements promote efficient infrastructure development, providing
incentives for operators to build networks and use other networks. As a

corollary, inappropriate interconnection arrangements act as barriers to

entry, undermining investment in new infrastructure and depriving the
public of innovative service options. At the same time, interconnection
agreements involve difficult and sensitive issues for the parties to resolve.

1.9

The value of the network to users increases as more customers join it.
Metcalf's law suggests that the benefit from the network increases
approximately as the square of the number of subscribers. Such 'network

effects' or externalities are intrinsic to telecommunications networks and

these give extraordinary power to the players with larger networks, if the
networks are isolated. But a regulatory mandate of effective interconnection

of each network with other networks reduces this market power that a
bigger network player can exercise. With increasing competition and
4

plurality of operators and services, the importance of interconnection further
increases.

C-

1.10

Interconnection usage charges (IUC)

IUC are wholesale charges payable by subscriber A's telecom operator to
the subscriber B's telecom operator, for use of the latter's network for
terminating or transiting/carrying a call. Historically, these charges are
based on cost and represent a fair compensation for use of one service
provider's network resources by another service provider.

1.11

The

IUC consists of termination

charges,

origination charges and

carriage/transit charges. Briefly these are as follows:
(1)
1.12

Termination Charges
These are the charges payable by the originating service provider, whose
subscriber originates the call, to the terminating service provider, in whose
network the call terminates. When fixed and mobile operators offer their
customers to call subscribers of other operators, they pay a wholesale
charge to complete those calls on mobile and fixed lines. These rates are
known as "mobile termination charges" (MTC) and "fixed termination

charges" (FTC) respectively. The method of collection of such charges varies
by type of interconnection arrangement in place. If the mobile subscriber

has to pay for both outgoing and incoming calls (Mobile Party Pays or MPP
regime), then the terminating operator recovers the cost of interconnection

from his own subscriber. In a Calling Party Pays (CPP) regime, the calling
party's service provider usually pays a termination charge to the terminating
service provider to cover the interconnection/network usage cost, while
recovering such costs from their subscribers.

(2)

1.13

Origination Charges

The call-originating service provider pays from the tariff collected from the
consumer, the carriage and termination charges for the calls, and it retains

the residual towards the expenses of originating the call. This residual

amount is called the origination charge. Where consumer tariff is under

1

j
I

forbearance, origination charge is not specified. Keeping the origination

^ f

charge under forbearance provides flexibility to the service provider in

|

tariffing and also ensures that originating networks do not pass on the
burden of their own tariff decisions to other networks involved in completing
the call.

(3)
1.14

Carriage/transit charges
Inter-circle calls are carried by National Long Distance Operator (NLDO).

The charges to carry calls from one service area to another service area are
called carriage charges. When two telecommunication networks are not
directly connected, an intermediate network is used through which the calls
are transmitted to the terminating network. Such an intermediate network is

known as the transit network and the corresponding charges are transit
charges.

1.15

As per the present licensing/regulatory framework, intra-circle (circle or

service area is generally co-terminus with state boundaries)mobile to fixed

line calls are being handed over at Level II TAX (a telephone exchange
generally situated at district headquarter for transiting calls). From Level-II

TAX to SDCA (generally co-terminus with taluk or tehsil) the call is being
carried by BSNL. For this carriage, mobile operators need to pay a certain
charge that is referred to as transit carriage charge.
D-

1.16

Arrangements before inception of IUC Regulations in India:

Initially, the Department of Telecom (DOT) was the sole provider of
telecommunication services in India and therefore there was no need to

share any revenue between telecom service providers. Subsequently, the

rK
telecom market was opened for private participation. Since more than one

service provider was now involved in completion of a call, there was a need
to prescribe the manner in which revenue derived from telecommunication
services would be shared between them. A revenue share regime was

therefore put in place by the TRAI vide "The Telecommunication
Interconnection (Charges on Revenue Sharing) Regulation 1999". Revenue

sharing arrangements for calls originated from a mobile service provider's
network terminating in a basic service provider's network, were specified.
Revenue sharing arrangements were also prescribed between access service

providers (both mobile and fixed) and long distance/international long
distance service providers for carrying long distance/international long
distance calls. Mobile subscribers were required to pay for receiving calls.

E1.18

Evolution of IUC Regulations:
TRAI issued the first IUC Regulation on 24th January 2003 which laid down
cost based interconnection usage charges replacing the earlier revenue
sharing arrangements. The Regulation became effective from 01.05.03.

Various schedules specifying origination, carriage and termination for intracircle and inter-circle as well as inter-network calls were part of this

Regulation. In this Regulation, the charges differed on the basis of type of
network in which the call originated or terminated and the distance travelled

in a particular network. This IUC Regulation introduced the CPP regime,
which arguably became a major factor in the growth of tele-density in India.
However, in the process of implementation, various concerns with respect to

the IUC regime such as sustainability of the IUC regime over time,
consistency among the different Schedules of the IUC Regulation etc. were

raised by service providers. For improving and streamlining the IUC regime
further, TRAI issued a revised IUC Regulation on 29.10.2003. This
Regulation superseded the IUC Regulation dated 24.01.2003 and came into

effect from 1.2.2004. This Regulation prescribed a uniform termination
charge of Re.0.30 per minute for all types of calls.

©
1.19

In 2006, TRAI reviewed the IUC after following a public consultation process
and discussions with the industry. TRAI notified an amendment to the IUC

Regulation on 23rd February 2006, which was implemented on 1st March,
2006. In this amendment to the Regulation, TRAI decided to place a ceiling

on carriage charges while other IUC components were kept the same. The
decision of continuing with the same mobile termination charge was

challenged by the Cellular Operators Association of India (COAI) in TDSAT.
Hon'ble TDSAT passed a common judgment dated 29.09.10 in respect of
appeals against the 2006 and 2009 IUC Regulations, as explained in the
following section.

F-

1.20

Prevailing IUC Regulation dated 09.03.09:

The next review of IUC components was undertaken by TRAI by issuing a

consultation paper dated 31st December 2008.Amendment to the IUC
Regulation was notified on 9th March 2009. This amendment became
effective on 1st April 2009 and is the prevailing Regulation. In this
amendment, the termination charge for all types of domestic voice calls was
prescribed as Re 0.20 per minute and for international calls Re 0.40 per
minute. Some service providers challenged the IUC regulation dated

09.03.09 on various grounds. Hon'ble TDSAT passed its common judgment
on 29.09.10 and directed the TRAI to consider determining the IUC regime
afresh, while providing its observations and direction. Some of important
observations are reproduced below:

"..It is not in controversy that cost would include CAPEX/OPEX and
depreciation."

"...We are furthermore of the opinion that aggregation of cost, whether
Capital cost or operating cost being based on different accounting
principles, different techniques and standards for various purposes
including taxing purpose may have to be applied to give effect to cost
causation principle and so far as determination of IUC including
termination charges are concerned...."

©
"...The TRAI as an expert body should have a vision, what can happen
in future keeping in view the experience of other countries may be
borne in mind..."

"For the aforementioned reasons, we direct the TRAI to consider the
matter afresh...."

1.21

TRAI has filed the present Appeal challenging the order dated 29.09.2010 of

the Hon'ble TDSAT on various technical and legal grounds including interalia the legal premise whether the validity of a regulation of TRAI framed in

exercise of powers conferred u/s. 36 of the TRAI Act, can be challenged
before the Appellate Tribunal u/s. 14 of the TRAI Act, 1997. TRAI has also

prayed to this Court to allow the Appeal and set aside the final judgment and
order dated 29.09.10 passed by Hon'ble TDSAT. The said Appeal was listed

for preliminary hearing on 04.02.2011 when this Hon'ble Court was pleased
to admit the same and passed the following order: -

"Admit.

As far as interim relief is concerned, time is given to the Appellant to
implement the decision of TDSAT within a further period of 4 months from

today withoutprejudice to the rights and contentions ofthe parties."

1.22

As stated above, TRAI had begun the exercise to determine the IUC charges
prior to the filing of the present Appeal. However during the course of this

exercise, the TRAI confronted several serious difficulties and accordingly

filed an Application before the Hon'ble Supreme Court for direction, pointing
out that by selectively citing observations of the Hon'ble TDSAT, service

providers had challenged /questioned TRAI's power to independently
determine IUC charges, in exercise of its statutory powers conferred u/s.
ll(l)(b)(ii), (iii) and (iv).

1.23

On 15.07.11, the Hon'ble Supreme Court directed that Application be listed

for further hearing on 29th July, 2011, as parties desired to place additional

facts on record. On 29th July, 2011, this Hon'ble Court passed the following
order

"Interlocutory Application Nos. 12-22 of 2011 are preferred by the Telecom
Regulatory Authority ofIndia [' TRAI', for short] formodification/clarification.
This Court has admitted the Civil Appeals filed by TRAI. Before taking up the
matter for final hearing, this Court would like the Regulator to compute the
IUC with the inclusion ofcapital cost and without inclusion of the capital cost.
In this case, the TRAI, which is the originalAuthority, has taken the view as a
matter of law/regulation that capital cost should not be taken into account in
the matter of fixation of IUC, whereas the Telecom Disputes Settlement and

Appellate Tribunal ['TDSAT, for short] has taken a contrary viewsaying that
the capital cost should be taken into account in the matter of fixation ofIUC.
Therefore, we want the Regulator to give us the computation of the IUC to
be worked out on both the basis, namely, what would be the IUC if capital
cost is taken into account and what would be the IUC if the capital cost is not
taken into account? This exercise needs to be done by the Regulator at the
earliest.

We once again, therefore, direct the service providers/operators to give the
data to the Regulator in order to enable it to complete the exercise abovementioned as early as possible. It is made clear that the Regulator will give
its working uninfluenced by the observations made in the impugned
judgment by the TDSA T. The Regulator willgive its working by 31st October,
2011. Accordingly, the Interlocutory Applications stand disposed of. The Civil
Appeals be listed for further orders after the Report is received."

1.24 TRAI has accordingly completed the exercise for

review of all IUC

components, which had started with the issue of pre-consultation paper on
24.12.10. The determination of termination charges in which the issue of
inclusion of capital cost was raised, has already been covered in detail in this

Report. Other IUC components in respect of which inclusion of capital cost
was not an issue, have also been determined.

1.25 The various stages in the consultation process to review IUC charges are
explained in detail in the next chapter.
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Chapter II
Consultation Process

A.

2.1

Pre consultation with service providers

Keeping in view that IUC review is a complex exercise, close interaction with
service providers is necessary for determination of Interconnection Usage

Charges.

It was, therefore, considered appropriate to release a pre-

consultation paper so that issues involved could be framed properly in the
detailed consultation paper on the subject. The pre consultation process was
initiated through a communication sent to service providers on 24.12.2010. In

the pre consultation, service providers were requested to furnish information
with regard to framework of Interconnection Usage Charges, components to
be reviewed, method of calculation and level of each charge, approach/

methodology/ model to be used for estimating Interconnection Usage Charge
etc. They were also asked to provide the model, if any, developed for
estimating the level of each component with all calculation sheets along with
justification for adopting the proposed approach/ methodology.

Cost and

revenue corresponding to each service like voice service, SMS, GPRS, EDGE,

roaming services and any other value added services, minutes of usage
(MOU) (off-net/ on-net), CAPEX and OPEX corresponding to each network
element, cables etc. were also asked. The service providers were requested to

cross reference all cost and revenue data with the Accounting Separation
Reports submitted to TRAI.

2.2

Service providers initially were asked to submit their comments by
10.01.2011. Some of the service providers requested for extension of time on

the ground that the requisite information is complex and elaborate and

collection/ compilation of data would require more time. The Authority
extended the last date of submission up to 20.01.2011. Responses to the pre
consultation paper were received from 10 service providers and 2 service
providers' associations.

li

B. Consultation with all stakeholders

23 Taking into consideration the inputs provided by these sen,ice providers and

associations, adetailed consultation paper was issued on 27.04.2011. The
consultation paper sought stakeholders' comments on various aspects of the
Interconnection Usage Charges which inter ato Included:
• Applicability of IUC regime
• Approach to be followed

• Methodology for determination of cost based charges
. Inclusion of CAPEX in estimating termination charges
. Removal of rental/ administrative charges from tariff
• Depreciation methodology
• Asymmetric termination charges

2.4 Stakeholders were given time until 18.05.2011 to respond on the consultation

paper. 26 stakeholders including 14 service providers, 4associations and 8
consulting firms/consumer groups/ individuals sent written comments that
were uploaded on TRAI's website. Stakeholders were also given an

opportunity to send counter-comments until 25.05.2011. The TRAI received
conflicting and diametrically opposite views on the approach to estimate IUC.
Some stakeholders have strongly argued for Bill and Keep, while others have
argued for a cost based regime. Further, there is no consensus among
stakeholders on the methodology for determining costs. The following
methodologies emerged out the pre consultation and consultation process
methodologies:

• Fully Allocated Cost (FAC)

- Long Run Incremental Cost (LRIC)- also referred to as Forward Looking
Long Run Incremental Cost (FL-LRIC )
• Pure LRIC with traffic sensitive and relevant cost

• TRAI's previously used method wherein OPEX was considered for
termination charges
12

The following Table provides a summary of the responses received from
stakeholders on approach/ methodology to be followed:
Table 2.1

Summary ofthe responses received from stakeholders on
approach/ methodology
s.
No

Service Provider/
Association

M/s Bharti Airtel Ltd.

M/s Reliance
Communications Ltd.

Suggested Method/ Approach to be followed for
determination of IUC

Termination charge should be strictly 'cost based'. Airtel
is not against any methodology, as long as correct cost
elements and appropriate assumptions are taken.
MTC should be on Bill and Keep basis. In case the
market situation does not permit for immediate

adoption of Bill &Keep then the termination charges
should be should be based on avoidable costs (PureLRIC)

M/s Vodafone Essar
Ltd.

IUC should be on principles of cost based and work
done. In the current circumstances adoption of an ASR
based FAC model would be the best option. As long as

all the cost, including cost ofcapital is properly included
and assumptions on network engineering are robust
and ratified, we do not have objection to any method.
Pure LRIC is not suitable for India
4

BSNL

IUC should be strictly according to the cost based and
work done principle.

M/s Idea Cellular Ltd.

IUC review has to necessarily be "cost-based"

M/s Tata Teleservices

Cost based

Ltd.

mechanism for IUC.

M/s Unitech Wireless
Pvt. Ltd. (Uninor)
M/s Sistema Shyam
Teleservices Ltd.

charging

is the most appropriate

Cost-based approach based on the 'Avoidable Costs /
Pure LRIC concepf should be adopted.

Bill and Keep is the best option as it avoids the

complexities arising out of computing cost based

termination charges, in the light of different spectrum

bands, constraints of spectrum, Operators entering at
various stages, and working at various levels of
competition &costs, technology challenges, etc. If not
TRAI should adopt Pure LRIC approach.
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Service Provider/
Association
M/s Videocon

s.
No

determination of IUC
We strongly believe Bill and Keep arrangement for

Telecommunications

termination charges.

Ltd.

Cost based approach based on work done principle
would be most appropriate for the calculation of IUC

MTNL

10

Suggested Method/ Approach to be followed for

charges.
11

M/s S.Tel Ltd.

By keeping the CAPEX out of the cost calculations for
IUC, TRAI has started a very pragmatic trend. The cost
based trend of downward revision in IUC shall be

rnntinned for IUC determination for voice calls.
M/s Etisalat DB telecom

12

Ltd.

Suggested cost-based IUC coupled with Asymmetric

Termination Rates between new &old telecom service

providerswith a 5year glide-path. Pure-LRIC approach

should be adopted.

13

14

Communications Ltd.

The cost based methodology is economically efficient
and takes care of the consumer interest as well as

M/s Infotel Broadband

since inception of IUC Regulation may be continued.
Bill and Keep is the most promising alternative. In case

M/s Tata

services Ltd.

service provider interest. Cost based approach taken

the Authority still believes that the current approach
should be continued, then cost based approach should
be continued using the historical cost data.

15

Cellular Operators
Association of India

(COAI)

Interconnect charges should be determined on cost
based and work done principle. Some of our member

operators i.e. M/s Uninor, M/s Etisalat and M/s Stel,
while agreeing to the cost based approach are of the

view that the pure LRIC /Avoidable Cost approach
should be adopted for determining the termination

charge. Further, there is an additional minority view of
one of the member operators i.e. M/s Videocon who
recommended for Bill & Keep approach.

16

Association of Unified
Service Providers of

India (AUSPI)

The TRAI should implement the BAK regime. In case

the market situation does not permit this, the
termination cost may be cost oriented and asymmetric

in the range of 6 paisa to 10 paisa. Calculation of
termination charges may take into account current and
future costs associated with providing termination
services

17

Association of

Competitive Telecom
Operators (ACTO)
18

Dua Consulting Pvt.
Ltd.

.

LRIC should be used.

FAC may be adopted, however while using FAC,
different costs of depreciation of components may

distort the calculation. The regulator may allow Bill and

Keep methodology for service providers that have
symmetric traffic flow amongst themselves.
19

SMG Associate

Cost oriented/cost based approach (i.e. Pure LRIC/
Incremental cost) as recommended by European
Commission would be most appropriate.
14

2.5

Even on the question of inclusion of CAPEX in calculating termination charges,
the opinion of the service providers was divided. The Table below gives a
summary of the responses received from stakeholders on inclusion of CAPEX:
Table 2.2

Summary ofthe responses received from stakeholders on
inclusion of CAPEX in calculating termination charges

S.

I Service Provider/

No

Association

M/s Bharti Airtel Ltd.

Response on inclusion of CAPEX in
calculating termination charges
It is essential that the Authority includes the CAPEX
and other components of OPEX left out during the
last IUC exercise. A nominal Return on Capital
employed should also be included

•

M/s Reliance
Communications Ltd.

Applying the pure LRIC method ensures that only
the cost related to proving additional network

capacity to handle the incoming interconnecting
traffic is taken into account when estimating the
termination cost,

M/s Vodafone Essar
Ltd.

BSNL

Based on the Hon'ble TDSAT's judgment, CAPEX is
to be included for the estimation of MTC.

CAPEX is an important component while calculating
the cost ofany item and therefore cannot be ignored
and left out of calculation.

M/s Idea Cellular Ltd.

CAPEX / cost of capital constitute a vital component

M/s Tata Teleservices

CAPEX is an important element of the total cost of

Ltd.

hence, including them while determining the IUC
charge is extremely critical

providing a service to the consumer, therefore,
CAPEX be included in the termination charge
calculations.

8

M/s Unitech Wireless
Pvt. Ltd. (Uninor)

The Avoidable Costs / Pure LRIC methodology

M/s Sistema Shyam

Operators are not functioning under a regime of
regulated return. CAPEX should continue to be

Teleservices Ltd.

M/s Videocon
Telecommunications

ensures that only the relevant pro-rated cost of
those network elements are included.

excluded from termination charge calculations.
Inclusion of CAPEX in calculating termination charge
defeats the incremental cost fundamental.

Ltd.
10

MTNL

CAPEX should include all types of costs including 3G

spectrum upfront charges. However, the same
percentage of CAPEX should be taken into account
15

®
s.

Service Provider/

No

Association

Response on inclusion of CAPEX in
calculating termination charges
for IUC calculation as the percentage of revenue
from the IUC to the total revenue.

11

M/s S.Tel Ltd.

We strongly disagree with inclusion of CAPEX in

12

M/s Etisalat DB telecom

We do not support inclusion of CAPEX as such in the
calculation of Termination Charge except to the

Ltd.

calculating/ estimating termination charge.

extent of Relevant CAPEX
13

M/s Tata
Communications Ltd.

Due to varying CAPEX by various Service Providers,
the termination charge would become Service

Provider specific and would result in an inefficient
IUC regime.

14

M/s Infotel Broadband
services Ltd.

*
15

Cellular Operators
Association of India

CAPEX should not be included. Inclusion of CAPEX
will amount to undue enrichment of operators at the
cost of interconnecting operator. There are various
other streams of revenue such as rental, origination
charge etc. for recovery of CAPEX.
CAPEX be included in calculating/ estimating
termination charge.

(COAI)
16

Association of Unified
Service Providers of

India (AUSPI)

With regard to methodology used by TRAI earlier,
lower on-net tariffs, other revenue streams available,
and CAPEX should not form part of the calculation.

In costing methodology based on LRIC even if
CAPEXis included, the MTC is much lower

17

Association of

Competitive Telecom
Operators (ACTO)
18

Dua Consulting Pvt.
Ltd.

Only the Directly Attributable Incremental Cost
should
be
considered
for
charge/Interconnect usage charge.

termination

Question of not including CAPEX to calculate
termination charge in our view does not and should
not exist.

19

SMG Associate

TRAI should consider only Pure LRIC or incremental
costs for IUC.

C-

Open House Discussions and Submission of Cost models by service
providers

2.6.

Although adequate opportunity was given to service providers to submit
comments and counter comments on the consultation paper, during the Open

House Discussion held on 25.05.11, some service providers further desired to
16
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share cost models developed by them. To give them a fair opportunity, these
service providers were asked to submit their cost models. Some service

providers subsequently provided different types of cost models i.e. Fully
Allocated Cost (FAC), Long Run Incremental Cost (LRIC), LRIC +, Pure LRIC
etc. The following Table provides a summary of the various cost models
submitted by the service providers.
Table 2.3

Summary of cost models suggested by the various service providers
Service Provider

Suggested cost model

1

M/s Bharti Airtel Ltd.

FAC (Fully Allocated Cost)
LRIC + (Long Run Incremental Cost)

2

M/s Reliance Comm

LRIC

Ltd.

LRIC+

Sr.
No

€

M/s Vodafone Essar
3

Ltd.

FAC
LRIC +

Pure LRIC
4

M/s. Unitech
Wireless Pvt. Ltd.

(Uninor)

2.7

LRIC

Pure-LRIC

These cost models have been put on the website. Keeping in view that the
models contain some commercially sensitive information, four service

providers submitted their cost models in two formats. The first format
contained algorithms, formula, assumptions and the second format
additionally had actual data for calculating the Interconnection Usage
Charges.
D.

Further interactions with Service Providers on the Costs Models

2.8

As the IUC exercise has far-reaching consequences to the industry, TRAI

decided to provide further opportunity to the four service providers to present
their cost models before all the service providers.

their presentations on 15.06.2011 and

Service providers made

16.06.2011.

Copies of the

presentations made by these four service providers were sent to all telecom

17

service providers and comments/ observations/ questions were sought by
TRAI by 20.06.2011. The comments/ observations/ questions received from
various telecom service providers were sent to the respective service
providers for their responses.

2.9

The four service providers who submitted cost models were provided another
opportunity to present and discuss their cost models before the Authority.

2.10 Service providers had submitted FAC, LRIC, LRIC+ and Pure LRIC cost models
for estimating termination charge, therefore TRAI decided to calculate
termination charge on the basis of all the models. Accordingly, the operators

were requested to submit the following data regarding their network:
Traffic per subscriber per month
Land coverage based on geo-types
Radius of a BTS cell
No. of network elements

No. of various types of BTS sites
No. of transmission links

Average length of transmission links
CAPEX of network equipment

#

OPEX of passive equipment per BTS site per month
OPEX of active equipment and other core equipment per month
Annual Leasing cost of transmission bandwidth
OPEX cost of network management system (NMS) per month per BTS

Any other relevant CAPEX or OPEX which may be allocated to mobile
services

18
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2.11 Fixed line service providers were also asked to furnish the data to calculate
Fixed Termination Charge (FTC) using Long run Incremental Costing (LRIC)

methodology. However, BSNL, the true representative of fixed line operations,
has not provided current cost data and their network design, therefore, LRIC
based calculation for FTC has not been carried out.

2.12 During the consultation process, full opportunity has been provided to the
service providers and their experts to express views/cost model, comments on
cost models of other service providers, individual hearing to the service

providers etc. Chronology of events, starting from release of pre-consultation
paper is annexed as Annexure-I.

2.12

€

Description of the approaches and costing methodologies that underlie the
different kinds of models suggested/ submitted by the service providers are
given in the subsequent chapter.

^^k
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Chapter III

Approaches and Costing Methodologies for IUC

3.1

The underlying principles and concepts of the different approaches and cost
methodologies that have emerged during the consultation process are
discussed below:

A-

Fully Allocated Costing (FAC)

3.2

In this method all the costs are identified separately for each service/network
element. Some costs are identified as direct cost for the service/ network

element which can be directly allocated to services/ network elements, for

c

example, network operation cost. Some costs cannot be directly allocated to
any one service/ network element as they may be shared by more than one
(identifiable) service/ network element. For example, corporate expenses,
administrative cost etc. need to be apportioned in a manner that reflects the
cost of providing the service.

3.3

The idea of the FAC approach is to simply divide the total cost that the service

provider incurs amongst the services it provides. Both fixed and variable costs
are used in providing the services and therefore both contribute to the
revenue generated by these products or services. Its simplicity in directly
relating prices to information that is available in the accounting system makes

#

the model auditable. FAC is based on historic costs because accounting data

reflect the firm's actual costs. The cost allocation principles indicate how
various costs should be treated and allocated/apportioned to different
services/network elements. Interconnection charges can be set to recover

costs in roughly the manner in which operators incur them. There can be two
approaches: Operating costs (OPEX) can be recovered through per-minute
interconnection charges. CAPEX i.e. depreciation and cost of capital can be
recovered through fixed or flat charges e.g. rental. Alternately, OPEX as well
as CAPEX as relevant to the service in question can be recovered through per
minute interconnection charges.
20
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B-

Long Range Incremental Costing (LRIC)

3.4

As the term implies, Long Run Incremental costing (hereafter "LRICD)
methodology takes a long-run perspective to costs.

This method is also

known as Forward Looking Long Run Incremental Cost (FL-LRIC). Under this

approach, all costs become variable since the methodology takes a 'long run'
view such that all factors of production become variable. LRIC, as practiced in
the telecommunications sector, is a methodology for estimating the cost of a
total service increment based on a hypothetical model of the actual network.
In LRIC models, the network may be "re-optimised" based on current
demand,

capital

equipment

prices and

operating

costs with

certain

"benchmark". In LRIC, actual current costs are used as inputs to modeling.

(u

Incremental OPEX as well as CAPEX elements are included in this
methodology. When a certain portion of common costs is also allocated for
calculation of termination charge, the method is referred to as LRIC +.
C-

Pure LRIC

3.5

In pure LRIC approach, the relevant increment is the wholesale call

termination service and it includes only avoidable costs. This method would
also allow the recovery of all costs (fixed costs are assumed to become

variable over the long run) which are incremental to the provision of the
wholesale call termination service and would thereby facilitate efficient cost

recovery. Avoidable costs are the difference between the identified total longM

run costs of an operator providing its full range of services and the identified

total long-run costs of that operator providing its full range of services except
for the wholesale call termination service supplied to third parties (i.e. stand
alone cost of an operator not offering termination to third parties).
D-

Bill and Keep

3.6

In this method operators do not pay any termination charge to each other.

This approach entails levying no charges on interconnecting carriers at all.
Each operator "bills" its own consumers for outgoing traffic that it "sends" to

21

the other network, and "keeps" all the revenue that results. By forgoing

payments, service providers avoid the administrative burden of billing one
another for exchanged traffic. This method has the advantage of the service
provider not transferring cost of their network to interconnecting service
provider.

3.7

Determination

of

termination

charges

using

the

approaches/methodologies are discussed in the following chapters.

0
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Chapter- IV

Determination of Fixed and Mobile termination charges using
Fully Allocated Cost (FAC)
A-

Main Principles:

4.1

As discussed in an earlier Chapter, the Fully Allocated Cost (FAC) consists of
the total cost of providing a service or product. It is the sum of the direct

costs which arise out of the production of the product or service, plus a
proportional share of other organizational overheads, or indirect costs. Cost
allocation principles indicate how various costs should be treated and

allocated/apportioned to different products, services or network elements.

4p

When the direct and indirect costs are identified, the resulting amount
represents the FAC of providing the product or service.

4.2

The FAC model is based on Historical Cost Accounting (HCA). It uses the
historical information provided by statutory accounting systems of the service
providers. Accounting data reflects a company's real costs. As cost
calculations are directly obtained from information contained

in the

accounting statements of the service providers, they are verifiable and

auditable. The basic documents for the FAC exercise are the Accounting
Separation Reports (ASRs) filed by the service providers with the TRAI under

the Reporting System for Accounting Separation Regulation, 2004.
4.3

£

The total cost of providing a product or a service has both fixed and variable

elements. Further there are operating costs (OPEX) and costs associated with
the depreciation of assets and return on capital (CAPEX). In the context of

termination charges, there can be two approaches: Operating costs (OPEX)
can be recovered through per-minute termination charges leaving CAPEX i.e.

depreciation and cost of capital to be recovered through fixed or flat charges
e.g. rental. Alternately, OPEX as well as CAPEX as relevant to the

product/service/activity can be recovered through per minute termination
charges.

4.4

The task in application of the FAC methodology in the costing of any product
or activity is to analyse and classify the different kinds of cost- OPEX, CAPEX,
23
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fixed and variable elements- as directly caused by, or attributable to the

product or activity, or indirectly attributable or apportionable to the product or
activity on some rational basis.

B-

Treatment of different cost components for calculating termination
charge using FAC method:

1)

OPEX Component:

4.5

Costs which are identified in the OPEX component are classified mainly under
the functional heads of Maintenance Cost, Network Cost, Government

Charges, Administrative Costs, Employee Costs and Sales and Marketing
Costs. The steps involved in deciding on the attribution and allocation of
these costs to termination activity are as follows:

a) Assets, Revenue &Costs are identified separately for the wire-line and the
wireless (mobile) service for each service provider.
b) Further, costs are identified into Relevant Cost (RC) for origination and
termination activities and Non-relevant Cost for Termination (NRCT).
c) Relevant Cost covers Maintenance Cost, Network Cost, Government
Charges, Administrative Charges and Employees Costs etc. Sales and

Marketing Costs are not considered for termination charges as termination
activity does not involve any selling and marketing.
d) Employee Cost is allocated to the different functions i.e. Network Cost,

Maintenance Cost, Administrative Cost and Sales and Marketing Costs,
based on percentage cost share of each function in the total cost.

e) RC per minute is worked out by dividing the total RC with total Minutes of
Usage (MOU) for each service provider.

f) The RC per minute thus arrived at is averaged for the median cluster in
order to arrive at normative charges.
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2)

Depreciation Component:

4.6

The depreciation component is arrived at in the following manner:
a) Depreciation is allowed uniformly @ 10% on Straight Line Method basis
(SLM), on Net Block of all Plant & Machinery and other Technical Assets.

b) Depreciation is calculated on a per minute basis for each service provider
and averaged for the median cluster in order to arrive at a normative
depreciation per minute.

3)

ROCE Component:

4.7

Service providers need to be allowed a return on capital employed by them in
the business. Return on Capital Employed (ROCE) is calculated in the
following manner:

a)

ROCE has been allowed© 15%. This rate is found reasonable as the

TRAI in earlier tariff/ costing exercises has allowed ROCE/WACC @ 1315%. A study report by AVENDUS states that while ROCEs for some of

the listed companies in the telecom sector are presently in the range of
7-8%, they are likely to be in the range of 10-14% in FYs 2012-2014.

Further, regulators in other sectors in India have also been adopting
ROCE in the range of 12-15% in their regulatory exercises.

b) ROCE per minute is calculated by dividing the return on average Capital
Employed with total MOU. ROCE per minute for each service provider is
averaged for the median cluster in order to arrive at normative ROCE per
minute.

4)

Credit for Other Revenues:

4.8

Operators earn revenues from sources apart from call charges i.e. rental /
activation charges, Value Added Services (VAS), other income (as declared in
ASR) etc. The ASR data clearly provides information on the revenues earned

under different heads. It is seen that in the case of mobile services, the
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revenues earned from sources other than call charges are substantially lower
than the revenues earned from call charges. They form the minor portion of
revenues.

4.9

These revenues are earned out of the same Capital Employed as that for
origination and termination of calls, for which ROCE and Depreciation are

allowed under the FAC methodology. In fact, these revenues are akin to by
product realisation in a process, as incidental to the production of a main
product. These revenues are therefore reduced from the total cost in order to

arrive at net costs for calculation of MTC under the FAC methodology.
4.10

This treatment of other revenues is in consonance with the GACAP and Cost

Accounting Standards (CAS). CAS 4-para 5.11 refers in this connection.

4.11

The steps followed for deducting other revenue are as follows:
a)

Other revenues per minute earned for each Access Provider is arrived at

by dividing the other revenues with Minutes of Usage of the respective
service provider.

b) Further, the average of the median cluster of other revenues / minute is
worked out, which means the higher other revenues / minute and lower

other revenues / minute figures get excluded while calculating average
other revenues / minute.

c) Other revenues / minute are reduced from the total cost (including CAPEX
i.e. Depreciation and ROCE)to arrive at the net realisable amount /
minute.

•
4.12 Finally, all the three Components i.e. OPEX, Depreciation and ROCE are added
and credit for other revenues given for arriving at the MTC under the FAC
model.

4.13 The above costing methodology has the following advantages:
a) It facilitates recovery of all the relevant costs relating to the service
b) It incentivises efficiency and dis-incentivises inefficiency as a normative
cost principle is adopted, considering the average of median cluster of
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cost per minute. The Access Providers with higher costs have to strive to
reduce costs and the Access Providers with lower costs are incentivised.

c) It gives reasonable Return on the Capital Employed. Access Providers
with efficient low cost financing structures will benefit.

d)

Further, the whole methodology is easy to understand and also credible

as the figures are taken from the certified ASRs of access providers.
C-

Mobile Termination Charges (MTC):

4.14

Mobile termination charges are calculated in the manner described below.

ASRs of 2009-10 and 2010-11 are the basic documents for working out the
MTC.BSNL 8i MTNL have not submitted ASRs for the year 2010-11 and hence

^

their figures of 2009-10 only are considered.
1)

OPEX:

a) Costs classified under the functional heads of Network Cost, Maintenance
Cost, Government Charges, Employees Cost, Administration Cost, and

Sales and Marketing Cost are identified as OPEX Components. Lease
Rentals and Other Costs (excluding Loss on Sale of Assets) are clubbed in
Administrative Cost.

b) Employees Cost is apportioned between Network Cost, Maintenance Cost,
Administration Cost and Sales and Marketing Cost in the ratio of total cost

under the concerned head. The apportioned Employee Cost is added to

the respective cost heads i.e. Maintenance Cost, Network Cost,

£)

Administrative Cost and Sales and Marketing Cost to arrive at total cost
under each head.

c) OPEX is bifurcated into Relevant Cost (RC) & Not Relevant Cost for
Termination (NRCT).

d) Sales and Marketing Cost is not considered as it is not relevant for
termination activity.

e) Network Cost, Maintenance Cost, Government Charges are considered as
100% RC.
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f) Administrative Cost is treated in the following manner:
o

For 2009-10, data from Proforma B of the ASRs for five Access

Providers viz., BSNL, Airtel, Idea, Reliance &Vodafone are analysed
into RC and NRCT in order to arrive at a weighted average ratio of
RC 81 NRCT for applying to Administrative Cost. (Data of other Access
Providers could not be considered as consolidated all India data is not
available).

o The methodology given below is applied for apportioning the
Administrative Cost between RC & NRCT:

Table 4.1

Basis of Apportionment of Administrative Cost for MTC
PARTICULARS

BASIS OF APPORTIONMENT

Electricity 81 Water, Rates, Fees &. Taxes, Administrative Costs are of fixed
Telephone, Telex 81 Postage, Printing 81 nature.
However,
20%
Stationery, Travelling 81 Conveyance, Rent considered as RC and 80%
Expenses, Insurance Expenses, Security considered as NRCT.
Expenses, Misc., Expenses

Legal 81 Professional Charges, Audit Fees

o

100% considered as NRCT

The weighted average ratio after allocating the Administrative Cost of

the five Access Providers for the year 2009-10 as per the above
methodology works out to RC 19.70% and NRCT 80.30%.

For 2010-11, Administrative Cost of Aircel, Airtel, Idea, Reliance
Communications, Reliance Telecom, Vodafone are analysed into RC
and NRCT in order to arrive at a weighted average ratio of RC &
NRCT for Administrative Cost, adopting the same methodology as
described above.
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o The weighted average ratio after allocating the Administrative Cost of
the five companies for the year 2010-11 as per the above
methodology works out to RC 14.86% and NRCT 85.14%.

o The above weighted average ratios are applied for apportioning
Administrative Cost into RC 8i NRCT for all the Access Providers, in
the respective years.

g) Then, RC per minute is calculated using MOU for each Mobile service
provider,

h) The average of the median cluster of RC / minute is worked out, which
means the higher cost / minute and lower cost /minute figures get
excluded while calculating average RC / minute.

•
2)

Depreciation:

4.15 The details of service-wise Net Block Value and depreciation provided for the
year are available in ASRs with the TRAI. At present, depreciation rates

adopted are not available with the TRAI. Further, TRAI has not prescribed

any regulatory depreciation rates. In the given situation, the following
methodology is followed for arriving at the depreciation per minute:

^

a) Depreciation is calculated @10% on the Opening WDV Net Block Value.
b) Depreciation / Minute for each Access Provider is arrived by dividing the
depreciation by MOU of the respective Access Provider.

c) Further, the average of the median cluster of depreciation / minute is
worked out.

3)

Return on Capital Employed (ROCE):

4.16 Return on Capital Employed (ROCE) has been applied instead of Weighted
Average Cost of Capital (WACC) due to the following reasons:
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a) The WACC differs from company to company depending on the situation
prevailing at the time of raising capital;

b) There are many ways of calculation of WACC - bringing acceptance
among all the service providers on the methodology and assumptions
becomes difficult;

c) Further, different service providers adopt different capital structures
depending on their relative financial strengths;

d) ROCE forms a credible basis for compensating for cost of capital; it is also
transparent and easy to understand;

e)

ROCE incentivises the companies with cost efficient funding structure and
dis-incentivises companies with inefficient funding structures, motivating
them to become more cost efficient;

f)
4.17

Other regulators in India generally adopt the principle of ROCE in pricing.

ROCE is calculated in the following manner:

a)

Capital Employed is calculated from ASRs of individual Access Providers,
excluding Capital Work-in-Progress.

b) Further, the Average Capital Employed is worked out considering opening
and closing Capital Employed.
c)

ROCE is calculated at 15%.

d) The average of the median cluster of ROCE / minute is worked out.
4)

c

Credit for Other Revenues:

4.18 The other revenues earned by Access Providers from different products other

than call charges i.e. rental / activation charges, Value Added Services (VAS),
other income (as stated in the ASR) etc. are adjusted to arrive at net

realisable amount for calculation of MTC. By-product treatment is given to
other revenues as these revenues are akin to by-product realisation in a
process, as incidental to the production of the main product. This treatment is

in consonance with the GACAP and Cost Accounting Standards (reference
GACAP, CAS 4-para 5.11), as explained earlier.
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4.19 The steps adopted in deducting other revenues are as follows:
a) The other revenue / minute is calculated for each Access Provider.

b) The average of the median cluster of other revenue / minute is worked
out.

c) Other revenue / minute is reduced from the total cost to arrive at the net
realisable amount for MTC.

d) The net realisable amount is loaded with the average rate of licence fee
payable by the service provider.

5)

Observations on the Figures:

4.20 The following are the features of the Mobile Termination Charges (MTC) as
per the above mentioned methodology worked out for the years 2009-10 &
2010-11 :

^

Only OPEX i.e. Considering the Relevant OPEX arrived at on the basis of

the above mentioned methodology plus License Fees @8.5% (average),
MTC works out to 16.50 paisa per minute during 2009-10 and 15.70
paisa per minute during 2010-11.

v OPEX & CAPEX: i.e. considering the Relevant OPEX , Depreciation, and
ROCE at 15%, after deducting the revenues earned from Rental /
Activation Charges, Value Added Services (VAS) and Other Income, and
adding License Fees @8.5% (average) , MTC works out to 19.50 paisa
per minute @15% ROCE for the year 2009-10.

'

For the year 2010-1 l,the MTC works out to 18.90 paisa per minute
@15% ROCE.
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4.21

Summary of calculation of MTC is as follows:
Table 4.2

Calculation of Mobile Termination Charge (MTC) not taking into account
the capital cost (only OPEX) (in Rs.)

Particulars

Cost Minute
2009-10

2010-11

Relevant OPEX per Minute

0.151

0.144

Add: License Fees @8.5%

0.014

0.13

0.165

0.157

MTC

Table 4.3

Calculation of Mobile Termination Charge (MTC) taking into account
the capital cost(OPEX and CAPEX) (in Rs.)
Particulars

ROCE @15%

2009-10

Relevant OPEX per Minute

0.151

0.144

Depreciation Per Minute

0.062

0.069

0.303

0.273

0.124

0.100

0.179

0.173

0.17

0.016

0.195

0.189

Total Cost / Minute:

0

2010-11

Less: Rent/Activation/Recharge Fees, VAS
& Others

Net RealisableAmt/Minute:
Add: License Fees
MTC
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Fixed Termination Charges (FTC):

4.22 As far as the wire-line service is concerned, BSNL being the single major
operator in the wire-line segment with nearly 3/4ths of the subscriber base is

considered to be the true representative of wire-line operators in terms of
costs and typical network architecture. BSNL's 2009-10 ASR is therefore the

basic document for working out FTC. BSNL has not submitted ASR for the
year 2010-11 and hence their figures of 2009-10 are considered.

4.23 The manner of calculation of FTC is described in the following paragraphs.
The steps involved are as under:

^

1)

OPEX:

4.24 The cost classified under Network Cost, Maintenance Cost, Government

Charges, Employees Cost, Administration Cost and Sales and Marketing Cost
are identified as OPEX components.

Lease Rentals and Other Costs

(excluding Loss on Sale of Assets) are clubbed in Administrative Cost.

4.25 In wire-line service, Rental is a major source of revenue for the service

provider on par with call charges. BSNL has given separately total cost
relating to Rental Products (RP). Hence, the OPEX relating to RP as indicated
by BSNL in Proforma C of the ASR is deducted from the OPEX of wire-line
service for arriving at the net total OPEX for FTC.

4.26 The intra circle long distance O&M cost from Proforma E has also been

£

deducted from OPEX for wire-line service for arriving at the net total OPEX for
FTC, as it relates to transit carriage charge activity.
4.27 From this adjusted cost, the relevant OPEX for calculation of FTC has been
determined in the following manner:

a) Employees Cost is apportioned between Network Cost, Maintenance Cost,
Administration Cost and Sales and Marketing Cost in the ratio oftotal cost
under concerned head. The apportioned Employee Cost is added to the
respective Heads i.e. Maintenance Cost, Network Cost, Administrative
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ft
Cost and Sales and Marketing Cost to arrive at total cost under each
Head.

b) OPEX related to FTC is bifurcated into Relevant Cost (RC) &Not Relevant
Cost for Termination (NRCT).Sales and Marketing Cost is not considered

as it is not relevant for termination activity. Network Cost, Maintenance
Cost, Government Charges are considered as 100% RC.

c) Administrative Cost as submitted in the ASR are analysed into RC and
NRCT and the RC part of Administrative Cost is considered for calculation
of FTC.
Table 4.4

Basis of Apportionment of Administrative Cost for FTC
PARTICULARS

BASIS OF APPORTIONMENT

Electricity & Water, Rates, Fees Administrative Costs are of fixed
&Taxes, Telephone, Telex 81 Postage, nature. However, 20% considered as
Printing 81 Stationery, Travelling & RC and 80% considered as NRCT.
Conveyance,
Rent
Expenses,

Insurance

Expenses,

Security

Expenses, Misc., Expenses

Legal 81 Professional Charges, Audit 100% considered as NRCT
Fees

d) Total RC per minute is calculated using MOU.

•

2)

Depreciation:

4.28 The details of service-wise Net Block Value and depreciation provided for the
year are available in ASRs with the TRAI. At present, depreciation rates

adopted are not available with the TRAI. Further, TRAI has not prescribed
any regulatory depreciation rates. In the given situation, the following
methodology is followed for arriving at the cost of depreciation per minute:
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a)

Depreciation is calculated @ 10% on the Opening WDV Net Block Value
of only relevant Assets viz., SDCA Switches and SDCA Transmission
Media, out of the total Net Block for wire-line services.

b) Depreciation / Minute is calculated.

3)

Return on Capital Employed (ROCE):

4.29

As explained in MTC, ROCE is allowed in FTC also, as follows:

a)

Relevant proportionate Capital Employed is calculated from the data
given in ASR of BSNL excluding Capital Work-in-Progress;

b) Further, the Average Capital Employed is worked out considering opening
and closing Capital Employed.
c)

4)

ROCE is calculated @ 15%.

Observations on the Figures:

4.30 The following are the features of the Fixed Termination Charges (FTC)
calculated as per the above mentioned methodology based on 2009-10 ASR

data (due to the non-availability of 2010-11 BSNL ASR ):
* Only OPEX i.e. considering the Relevant OPEX arrived at on the above

methodology plus License Fees @8.5% (average), the FTC works out to
9.30 paisa per minute.

' OPEX & CAPEX: i.e. considering the Relevant OPEX, Depreciation and
ROCE at 15% and License Fees @8.5% (average), FTC works out to 18.40
paisa per minute.
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4.31

The summary of calculation is as follows:

Table 4.5

Calculation of Fixed Termination charge (FTC) not taking into account
the capital cost (only OPEX) (in Rs.)
Particulars

Cost/Minute
2009-10

Relevant OPEX per Minute

0.085

Add: License Fees

0.008

FTC

0.093

Table 4.6

Calculation of Fixed Termination charge (FTC) taking into account
the capital cost (OPEX and CAPEX) (in Rs.)
Particulars

Cost / Minute
ROCE @15%
2009-10

Relevant OPEX per Minute

0.085

Depreciation Cost Per Minute

0.047

ROCE

0.036

Total Cost / Minute:

0.168

Add: License Fees

0.016

FTC

0.184
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4.32

To sum up, the results obtained from the calculations based on the FAC
method are as under:

Table 4.7

Summary of Results obtained from FAC method
Mobile Termination Charge (Rs./minute)
2009-10

2010-11

Without capital cost
0.165
0.157
With capital cost
0.195
0.189
Fixed Termination Charge (Rs./minute)
2009-10

Without capital cost
With capital cost

0.093
0.184

4.33 Calculation of termination charges based on the Long Run Incremental Cost
(LRIC) methodology is described in the next chapter.
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Chapter V

Determination of Mobile Termination Charge (MTC) using
Long Run Incremental Cost (LRIC)

5.1

TRAI has also calculated MTC using 'Long Run Incremental Cost' (LRIC)
models with the help of actual data received from telecom operators. These
models are developed using bottom up approach and design principles itself
include CAPEX and OPEX in calculation of termination charges and therefore

would address the concern of the operators regarding inclusion or not
inclusion of CAPEX into calculation of MTC.

5.2

LRIC model takes a long-run perspective to the costs. Accordingly, all costs
become variable. In LRIC+ model, an additional mark-up for common costs is
allocated towards MTC.

A-

The Approach of LRIC Model

5.3

The long run incremental cost (LRIC) model is a bottom-up approach to
determine MTC. Ablock schematic of the LRIC model is given below:
Figure 5.1

Block Schematic of the LRIC Model

Network
Demand

^

Network

Network

Dimensioning

Valuation

•

Allocation of Costs
towards MTC

In the model, a GSM network in 1800 MHz band has been designed for a
hypothetical efficient operator providing telecommunication services in India.
The steps taken in building the model may be categorized as below:

• The demand of the network has been estimated based on the coverage
requirement and the capacity requirement of the operator in each service
area;
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•

Dimensioning of the network has been done on the basis of data

provided by the operators and industry benchmarks;

•

The network has been valued using the current prices of the network
elements as furnished by the operators;

• The cost of network has been allocated to termination service by using a
routing table as explained in the subsequent section.

*

Flow chart of LRIC model is as given below:

Figure 5.2
Flow Chart of LRIC Model

Cost of capital

ReconcMation/

IMtcapax

Depreciation

costs

I:

ManVupfof
Common Cost

*

Coverage
requirements

Annualized
CAPEXcosts

(tecaaaofuac+)

Cflpcx

Capacity
requirements

Network design
Parameters

J

OPEX

Total tMmfnaflng
minutes

Reference: LRIC model submitted by the service providers
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5.4

Methodology

The following steps have been taken in the estimation of mobile termination

charge (MTC) for the hypothetical efficient operator using LRIC principles:
(1)

Data Collection from the Operators

5.5

In order to capture the network design of the operators and the current cost

of network, the operators were requested to submit the following data
regarding their network:

Traffic per subscriber per month

Land coverage based on geo-types
Radius of a BTS cell
No. of network elements

No. of various types of BTS sites
No. of transmission links

Average length of transmission links

Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) of network equipment

Operational Expenditure (OPEX) of passive equipment per BTS site per
month

OPEX ofactive equipment and other core equipment per month
Annual leasing cost of transmission bandwidth

OPEX cost of network management system (NMS) per month per BTS
Any other relevant CAPEX or OPEX which may be allocated to mobile
services
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(2)
5.6

Network Demand
In order to determine the network demand, the following steps have been
taken:

•

Estimation of coverage requirement

•

Estimation of capacity requirement

•

Determination of network design parameters

A block schematic showing the method to determine network demand is given
below:

Figure 5.3
Block Schematic of Network Demand

Coverage Requirement

•

Network

Capacity Requirement
Demand

Network Design
Parameters

(a)

Coverage Requirement

5.7

In order to determine the land area to be covered, each service area has

been divided into four geo-types, based on the population density as below:
Table 5.1

Geo-type wise Population Density
Geo-type
Population Density (Population per sq. km)
Dense Urban (DLQ More than or equal to 20000
Urban (U)
More than or equal to 8000 but less than 20000
Semi Urban (SU)
More than or equal to 400 but less than 8000
Rural (R)
Less than 400
Source: LRIC model submitted by COAI
S.No.
1
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5.8

Based on the data of covered land area provided by the operators, the land
area covered by the hypothetical efficient operator has been estimated.

(b)

Capacity Requirement

5.9

Ablock schematic showing the method to determine the capacity requirement
of the hypothetical efficient operator is as follows:

Figure 5.4

Block Schematic of Capacity Requirement
Subscriber base of the

hypothetical operator
Total MOU per
subscriber per month

•

No. of minutes to be
served

—•

MOU to Busy hour
Erlang conversion

•

Capacity
requirement

Erlang throughput of a
TRX and TRX per site

5.10 The subscriber base ofthe hypothetical efficient operator has been estimated
using the concept of equivalent operator. An equivalent operator in a service
area is a GSM operator which has a fair share of the GSM subscribers in that
service area.

The subscriber base of the hypothetical efficient operator in a service area
=Total GSM subscriber base/ No. of equivalent operators

The total GSM subscriber base in each service area as on 31.03.2011 is as
below:
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Table 5.2

Service Area wise GSM Subscriber Base as on 31.03.2011
S.No.

Service Area

1

Andhra Pradesh

2

Assam

3

Bihar

4

Delhi

5
6

Gujarat
Haryana

7

Himachal Pradesh

8

Jammu 8i Kashmir

9

Karnataka

10

Kerala

11

Kolkata

12

Madhya Pradesh

13

Maharashtra

14

Mumbai

15

North East

16

Orissa

17

18

Punjab
Rajasthan

19

Tamilnadu

20
21

Total GSM Subscriber Base

U. P. (East)
U.P. (West)

West Bengal
Source: Data submitted by the operators for the quarter January - March 2011
22

51,805,737
11,442,444
46,138,206
28,221,318
41,991,007
17,494,543
6,662,867
5,566,780
42,955,086
27,134,768
18,820,174
39,296,560
51,661,636
26,760,610
6,956,613
20,692,461
25,930,789
35,671,848
62,554,192
56,161,087
39,105,041
35,346,498

5.11 The minutes of usage (MOU) per subscriber per month has been determined
as below:

Total MOU = Voice MOU + SMS converted to MOU + Data download
converted to MOU

The number of voice MOU per subscriber per month and outgoing SMS per
subscriber per month in March 2011 are as below:
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Table 5.3

Service Area wise Voice MOU and Outgoing SMS

per subscriber
per month

Outgoing SMS
per subscriber
per month

Voice MOU
S.No.

Service Area

1

Andhra Pradesh

361

62

2

Assam

503

29

3

Bihar

360

15

4

Delhi

418

64

5

313

44

6

Gujarat
Haryana

293

31

7

Himachal Pradesh

352

28

8

Jammu 8i Kashmir

624

5

9

Karnataka

359

109

10

364

55

11

Kerala
Kolkata

312

29

12

Madhya Pradesh

298

24

13

Maharashtra
Mumbai
North East
Orissa

343

41

351

44

430

60

396

16

375

48

18

Punjab
Rajasthan

323

36

19

Tamilnadu

337

92

20

U. P. (East)
U.P. (West)
West Bengal

359

18

320

23

302

8

14

15
16
17

21
22

Source: Data submitted by the operators for the quarter January- March 2011

5.12 The voice calls may be categorized as 'on-net calls' and 'off-net calls'. An on-

net call is a call between the same network i.e. both calling party and called
party in the call are on the same network. On the other hand, an off-net call
is a call between different networks. Off-net calls may further be categorized
as 'off-net outgoing calls' and 'off-net incoming calls'. While an off-net
outgoing call for an operator means a call originating from its network and

terminating on another network, an off-net incoming call for an operator
means a call originating from some other network and terminating on its
network.
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The segregation of voice MOU into on-net, off-net incoming and off-net
outgoing calls in March 2011 is as follows:
Table 5.4

Segregation of Voice MOU
s.
No.

Service Area

% on-net

voice MOU

% off-net

% off-net

outgoing

incoming

voice MOU

voice MOU

27

29

1

Andhra Pradesh

44

2

Assam

56

19

25

3

Bihar

46

17

37

4

Delhi

46

32

23

5

54

26

20

6

Gujarat
Haryana

46

28

26

7

Himachal Pradesh

62

19

19

8

Jammu 8i Kashmir

62

22

16

9

Karnataka

47

28

26

10

Kerala

41

25

34

11

Kolkata

42

29

30

12

Madhya Pradesh

51

24

25

13

Maharashtra

44

30

27

14

Mumbai

34

40

26

15

North East

61

21

19

16

Orissa

50

21

29

17

52

24

24

18

Punjab
Rajasthan

49

23

28

19

Tamilnadu

43

27

30

49

18

33

49

23

28

50

21

29

20
21
22

U. P. (East)
U.P. (West)
West Bengal

The data download (in Megabytes) per subscriber per month in each service
area has been taken from the data submitted by the operators for the month
of March 2011.
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(c)

Network Design Parameters

5.13

The following network design parameters have been used to dimension the
network:

(i)

Cell Radius: The cell radii in the various geo-types, taken by the
operators in their LRIC model submitted to TRAI, has been used in the
model.

(ii) Spectrum Availability: The spectrum available to the hypothetical
efficient operator in each service area has been estimated on the basis

of the spectrum allocated to the operators in various service areas.
(iii) Network Element Ratio: The network element ratios have been

determined with the help of the data received from the operators. The
various network element ratios are as given below:
Table 5.5

Network Element Ratios
S.NO.

Network element

Value

1

TRX per BSC

726

2

BSC per MSC

6

Subscribers per MSC
520000
4
Subscribers per HLR
3000000
5
Subscribers per IN
5000000
Source: Based on data received from the operators
3

(iv) Transmission Links: The percentage of optical fiber used in the
transmission links, average lengths of optical fiber links, average number of
microwave hops in the network have been taken from LRIC model submitted
by the operators to TRAI.

(v)

Routing Table: In order to allocate the network related costs to the

off-net incoming calls, a routing table has been used. The following diagram
illustrates the equipment used in various types of calls:
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Figure 5.5

Equipment Used in Various Types of Calls

Source: LRIC model submitted by COAI

The routing table for various service types is as given below:
Table 5.6

Routing Table
Service

Types
Voice on-net
Voice Off-net

outgoing
Voice Off-net

incoming
SMS

incoming
SMS

Outgoing
GPRS data
downloads

BTS

BTS-

BSC

BSC

BSCMSC

MSC

GMSC

GMSC
POI

MSC~

SMSC

GSN

NMS

HLR

IN

2

2

2

2

1.670

0.366

0.366

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0.9

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0.1

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0

0.01

1

0

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

1

0.01

0

0.9

1

1

1

0

1

Source: LRIC model submitted by (:oai
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(vi)

Erlang to Minute Conversion: The conversion ratio of MOU into busy hour
Erlangs has been computed on the basis of hourly traffic data received from
the operators for the period from 01.07.2011 to 07.07.2011.

(3)

Network Dimensioning

5.14 On the basis of estimated network demand, the network has been
dimensioned in the following manner:

(a)

Number of BTS Sites Required

5.15 Based on the land area to be covered by the hypothetical efficient operator in

each geo-type and cell radius for each geo-type, number of BTS sites required
for coverage has been estimated for each service area.

5.16

Total minutes of traffic per month in each service area have been determined

on the basis of the number of subscribers and minutes of usage (MOU) per
subscriber per month. The MOU have then been converted into busy hour
Erlangs to be served by the network using MOU to Erlang conversion formula.

Further, with the help of Erlang throughput of a TRX and average TRX per
site, number of sites required for capacity has been estimated for each
service area.

5.17 On the basis of the sites required for coverage and the sites required for
capacity, number of sites required for coverage and capacity has been
determined for each service area. A block schematic of the method for

estimation of number of BTS sites required is as given below:
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Figure 5.6
Block Schematic for Estimation of BTS Sites

Land area to be
covered

No. of sites

Cell radius

•

required for
Coverage
—•

sites

No. of subscribers
—•

required

Total minutes of

for

traffic to be

MOU per subscriber
per month

No. of

—•

served

coverage
—•

—•

and

capacity

#

No. of sites

MOU to Erlang
—•

conversion

Erlang
throughput of a

required for
capacity

—•

TRX and TRX

per site

5.18 Based on the information received from the operators, the number of BTS
sites in each service area has been segregated into 'Ground Base Tower'

(GBT), 'Roof Top Tower' (RTT) and 'Roof Top Pole' (RTP). Further, the
number of such BTS sites has been segregated into owned and leased sites
for each service area.

(b)

Network Elements Required

5.19 The number of BTS equipment to be deployed is the same as the number of

sites. Based on the number of TRX per site, number oftotal TRXs required in
each service area has been determined. The number of BSC, MSC, HLR and
IN have been determined for each service area with the help of network
element ratios. Further, the number of backhaul links and backbone links has
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been determined on the basis of the capacity of the link and the traffic
flowing through them as per the routing table.
(4)

Network Valuation

5.20 In order to estimate the value of the network costs (OPEX and CAPEX costs),
the following steps have been taken:
(a)

Unit Prices of CAPEX Items

5.21 The prices of CAPEX items i.e. passive equipment and active equipment have
been determined on the basis of the information on current prices of the
CAPEX items provided by the operators.

The current unit prices of passive elements, on the basis of information
received from the operators, are as given below:
Table 5.7

Unit Prices of Passive Elements
S.No.

Tower type

Price (in Rs.)

1

GBT

2,480,075

2

RTT

1,268,813

3

RTP

840,588

Source: Ci jrrent price information received f"rom

the operators

The current prices of active elements, on the basis of information received
from the operators, are as given below:
Table 5.8

Unit Prices of Active Elements
S.No.

Item

Price (in Rs.)
58,505
430,506

TRX
BTS
BSC

Transmission- fiber

Transmission-microwave
MSC/VLR
HLR
IN

8,739,529
415,303
229,111

29,363,296
45,456,367
179,196,486

Source: Current price information received from the operators
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(b)

Useful Life of CAPEX Items

5.22 The useful life of the CAPEX items has been determined on the basis of the
information provided by the operators. The useful life of CAPEX items is as
below:
Table 5.9

Useful Life of CAPEX Items
S.No.

Item

Useful Life (in years)

1

GBT

15

2

RTT

15

3

RTP

15

4

TRX

10

5

BTS

10

6

BSC

10

7

Transmission- fiber

10

8

Transmission-microwave
MSC/VLR

10

9

10

10

HLR

10

11

IN

10

So jrce: Information received from ttle operators

(c)

Determination of Annualized CAPEX Costs

5.23 Based on the dimension of the network and unit prices of CAPEX items, itemwise CAPEX has been calculated. Further, the applicable depreciation and
prevalent cost of capital have been applied to obtain annualized CAPEX cost
for the hypothetical efficient operator in each service area.
(d)

Unit OPEX Costs

5.24 The fixed passive OPEX costs and variable passive OPEX costs for the owned
and leased sites, active OPEX costs, bandwidth OPEX costs for leased
backhaul and backbone links, NMS OPEX costs etc. have been determined on

the basis of the information on current costs provided by the operators.
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(e)

Determination of Annualized OPEX Costs

5.25 Based on the dimension of the network and unit network OPEX costs, the
annualized OPEX costs have been determined for the hypothetical efficient
operator in each service area.

(5)

Allocation of CAPEX and OPEX Costs towards MTC

5.26 The annualized CAPEX and OPEX costs determined in the previous stage have
then been allocated to off-net incoming minutes with the help of the routing
table. The mobile termination charge has been calculated by dividing the total
allocated cost towards off-net incoming minutes by the total off-net incoming
minutes for each service area. Further, the weighted average mobile
termination charge as per the relative weights of service areas based on offnet incoming MOU has been calculated.

The computed MTC as per LRIC model is as below:
Table 5.10

MTC as per LRIC Model
Item

MTC as per LRIC model (in Rs.)

(6)

2011

2012

0.12

0.13

Determination of MTC as per LRIC + Model

5.27 Having computed MTC as per LRIC model, we may determine MTC as per
LRIC+ model as below:

MTC as per LRIC+ model

= (MTC as per LRIC model) + (Mark up for common cost)

5.28 The costs that are common to both wholesale business and retail business of
the operator are termed as common costs. These costs are included in the
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®
MTC with a view that these costs are incurred by the operator while providing
mobile termination service also. The costs pertaining to the corporate office,
head offices etc. are included in common costs.

The mark up for common costs has been estimated as Rs. 0.02 per minute.
Accordingly, the estimated MTC as per LRIC+ model is as below:
Table 5.11

MTC as per LRIC+ Model
Item

2011

2012

MTC as per LRIC+ model (in Rs.)

0.14

0.15

5.29 Calculation of MTC based on the pure LRIC method is described in the next
chapter.

•
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Chapter VI

Determination of Mobile Termination Charge (MTC) using Pure LRIC

6.1

Besides determining MTC by LRIC model, TRAI has also calculated MTC using
pure LRIC model. Pure LRIC measures avoidable cost for carrying off-net
incoming minute i.e. service specific costs that arise from the increment of all
off-net incoming minutes.

A-

Avoidable Costs

6.2

Avoidable cost basically refers to the cost that operator has not incurred, if it
is not providing wholesale call termination service to other operators. Thus
the avoidable cost is the difference between the network costs (CAPEX and
OPEX) of a hypothetical efficient operator providing its full range of services
and the network costs (CAPEX and OPEX) of that operator providing its full

Jk

range of services except for the wholesale call termination service to the
other operators.

Thus the pure LRIC model allows the recovery of only those costs which
would be avoided if a wholesale call termination service is not provided to the
other operators.

B-

The Approach of pure LRIC model

6.3 Similar to the LRIC model, the pure LRIC model has been developed using
bottom-up approach for a hypothetical efficient GSM operator, operating in
1800 MHz band in India. Ablock schematic of the pure LRIC model is given
below:
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Figure 6.1
Block schematic of Pure LRIC Model
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6.4

In order to compute MTC with the help of pure LRIC model, the cost model as

discussed above is run twice. In the first stage, the cost for entire range of
services including wholesale termination service is computed, and then, the
cost for entire range of services excluding wholesale termination service is
computed. The difference of the two costs is the avoidable cost if the

wholesale termination service is not provided by the operator.

6.5

•

The following steps are taken in order to obtain avoidable cost corresponding
to wholesale termination service provided by the operator to the
interconnecting operators:

Step-1: Total annualized cost (CAPEX and OPEX) of the operator for
providing all the services including wholesale termination service is calculated.
To obtain annualized cost, the unit price of CAPEX items, useful life of CAPEX
item and unit OPEX costs have taken same as in LRIC model described in
para 5.21 to 5.24.

Step-2: Total annualized cost (CAPEX and OPEX) of the operator for
providing all the services excluding wholesale termination service is
calculated.
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Step-3: The difference of the costs obtained in step-1 and step-2 is
computed. This is avoidable cost.

6.6

Having computed avoidable cost as above, MTC as per pure LRIC model may
be calculated as below:

MTC = Avoidable cost if wholesale termination service is not provided/ total
off-net incoming minutes

= (Total annualized cost for providing entire range of services minus

Total annualized cost for providing entire range of service excluding
wholesale termination minutes)/ Total off-net incoming minutes
6.7

In the present exercise, TRAI has estimated the mobile termination charge as
per pure LRIC model for each service area. The weighted average MTC using
pure LRIC model is as follows:

«
Table 6.1

MTC as per Pure Long Run Incremental Cost (LRIC) Model
Item

MTC as per pure LRIC model (in Rs.)

6.8

2011

2012

0.10

0.10

The next chapter discusses an alternative approach to termination settlement

between operators namely Bill and Keep (BAK) which had emerged during the
consultation process.

c
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Chapter VII

Bill and Keep

7.1 In a regime where one operator pays termination charges to another
operator, the net revenue realization to the operator depends on the
difference in minutes exchanged between the two networks. Under a Bill and
Keep (BAK) regime, there are no per minute charges levied between

interconnected operators for the exchange of traffic and no payments are
exchanged. BAK is a pricing arrangement for the interconnection (direct or
indirect) of two telecommunications networks under which the reciprocal call
termination charge is zero. i.e. each network agrees to terminate calls from

#

the other network at no charge. Operators can recover the cost of termination
of any traffic originated from other networks, from their own consumers in
whatever way they choose.

7.2 BAK provides a solution to address the issue of market power of call
terminating networks. When a call is placed to a particular consumer of the
terminating network, the originating network typically has no choice but to
purchase the termination service of the terminating operator to which the

called party belongs. Thus networks that terminate calls to their subscribers
have market power in respect of the terminating call. This problem remains
even with competition between terminating networks, since the bottleneck

relates to controlling access to particular consumers, and connecting with
different consumers is usually not an option for the consumer who is
originating the call.

7.3 BAK represents an approach to interconnection charging in which the networks
recover their costs only from their own consumers rather than from their

-nterconnecting operators. In respect of cost recovery under BAK, the
European Commission made the following observations:
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"Given the two-sided nature of call termination, not all related termination
costs must necessarily be recovered from the wholesale charge levied on the

originating operator. Even if wholesale termination rates were set at zero,
terminating operators would stillhave the ability to recover their costs from

non-regulated retail services. Rather it is a question of how these financial

transfers are distributed across operators in a way that best promotes
economic efficiency to the benefit ofconsumers. » i

7.4 The theory and practice of identifying an optimal termination charge is
complex. The result is that any conclusions on termination charge, even if
arrived at with great care and at a cost, could be disputed by a set of operators

jg

perceive it to be against them. Various factors like determination of costs,
method of allocation, determining costs sensitive to traffic volumes and the

extent to which different products/services should contribute to common costs,
etc. can at times be debated.

7.5 BAK is a simple and low cost mechanism as it requires no billing and related
costs. It imposes minimal upfront and ongoing direct and indirect regulatory
costs. It avoids the need for reconciliation, billing and payment collection.

7.6 Atermination charge becomes an effective floor for retail tariffs. BAK helps to
remove this barrier to the retail pricing for off-net calls (i.e. inter operator calls)

0

and has been proven to result in significantly higher levels of calling activity as
operators are given the flexibility to offer innovative customised tariff plans to
their consumers.

7.7 The European Commission also summarised the advantages often associated
with BAK, in particular that:

'EC recommendation on the Regulatory Treatment ofFixed and Mobile Termination Rates in EU (Draft commission
Staff
commission Matt

Working Document Explanatory Note(Brussels, 2008)
httP://ec.europaxu/informalionsociety/rx)^^

I
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"Bill andKeep obviates the needfor regulatory intervention andresolves the

termination bottleneck. Moreover, itis further argued that Bill and Keep leads
to lower retailprices for call origination and appears to increase usage due to
the price elasticity of demand. Furthermore, proponents of Bill and Keep
consider that it facilitates development of innovative offers, e.g. flat-rate

offers promoting increased usage. It also brings immediate benefits by
decreasing transaction and measurement costs. Finally, Bill and Keep takes
account ofthe call externality. "2

7.8 International evidence from countries where BAK has been used in practice
also appears to support the conclusion that BAK arrangements tend to
encourage a more efficient retail pricing structure.3

7.9 One argument is BAK does not lead to optimal outcomes where traffic flows

between operators is asymmetric. Traffic balance can be expected if
termination rates and retail prices, notably the relative on-net and off-net

prices, are approximately set to theoretically optimal levels. This is because

individuals' propensity to call each other, if undistorted by artificial price
differentials, would be unlikely to vary between networks in a way that
would lead to traffic imbalance. In fact, the pricing method itself can
influence whether or not traffic is in balance.

7.10 Further, if traffic between two networks is essentially balanced, then the
revenue flows between carriers generated through termination charges

9

and BAK will be effectively the same since approximately zero net
transfers would occur between networks. Thus, the costs of billing need
not be incurred.

7.11 With the evolution of technology and convergence, more and more
networks are migrating towards IP network. Regulators the world over

^^^lX2X^^2i^A^
M°bile Terminati0" Rat6S in EU (Draft — ™
http://ec.europa.eu/mformation .societv/policy/ecomm/Hoc/librarv/nuhlir. r.nn„,l,/termina,inn nte*/^™^ ^
'(David Harbord& Marco Pagnozzi, 2008, "On-Net/Off-Net Price Discrimination and 'Bill-and-Keep' vs 'Cost-Based'

Reguatmn of Mobile Termination Rates" , Social Science Research Networl
accesTed athttp://DaDers.ssm.com/sol.Vpapers.cfm7ahstract id=l3748'i 1^
"eiwonc accessed at.
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are working towards facilitating migration towards Next Generation
Networks (NGN) which will be IP based networks so that innovative
services could be provided to the customers. In Internet networks which

are IP based networks there are no interconnection charges and networks
can connect globally without any need for interconnection charges. One

argument is that termination charges work as disincentive to deployment
of IP networks by operators. Moving towards BAK will encourage the
deployment of IP-based telecom networks. Since IP based networks are

poised to be the networks of the future for providing telecom services, a
BAK regime should be seen as a natural progression in line with the
development of technology.

^

7.12 Analysis and conclusions arising out of the detailed discussions and
calculations in the preceding chapters is presented in the next chapter.

^B
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Chapter VIII
Analysis and Conclusions

8.1

The establishment of an IUC regime is an activity that has far reaching
consequences for the telecommunications sector. It is an important tool for
giving the desired direction and impetus to growth of telecom services. It can

enable competition, increase consumer welfare, ensure sustained growth of
telecommunications and thereby promote the economic development of the
country. Although termination charges are wholesale inter-operator tariffs and
not directly the retail tariff of customers, it would be naive to assume that
they have no bearing on the retail tariff. Previous academic research has

#

shown that under certain conditions, lower termination charges will tend to
lead to lower mobile retail unit prices for consumers overall. This is because

the termination charge acts as a floor for off-net retail tariffs and thus a high
termination charge has a negative effect on the consumer.

8.2

In India, termination charges have followed a downward trend since their first
introduction in 2003. The steady decline in consumer retail tariffs rates has
coincided with a fall in termination rates during the same period. India has
among the cheapest mobile call charges in the world. This has fuelled an

explosive growth in the subscriber base through adoption of mobile telephony
W

by the masses. The trends in termination charges, retail mobile tariffs and
subscriber growth are depicted in the graph given below:
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Figure 8.1

Trends in IUC, Mobile Tariffs and Subscriber Growth
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8.3

Lower termination charges are therefore likely to benefit consumers overall

(both fixed and mobile) because operators will have greater retail pricing
flexibility. Operators would be able to offer consumers a wider variety of retail
packages and tariff structures.

8.4

While on the one hand a lower termination charge benefits the consumer, it
does not have a negative effect on the telecom operator because it is open to
the operator to recover whatever cost it incurs through the retail tariffs,
subject to competitive market conditions. This is known as the 'water bed

u

effect'; in a water bed, if you press at one point, it will adjust by some other
point rising.

8.5

Therefore it is not mandatory for the regulator to cover the full cost of the

termination network in the termination charge. A well-designed IUC regime
would cover the relevant cost reasonably and provide reasonable incentive to
service providers to enable them to offer innovative tariff plans.

8.6

In case termination charges are higher than cost, the service providers would
be able to offer subsidies to customers on retail tariff. Lower termination

charges would ameliorate possible concerns regarding exercise of market
power by incumbents through on/off-net price differentials. On-net calls are
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that originates and terminates on the same operator's network. Off-net calls
are calls that originate in one operator's network and terminate in another

operator's network. Specifically, the concern that large incumbent operators
are able to subsidise on-net traffic due to the prevailing rates of termination
charge will to a large extent be addressed by a lower termination charge.
8.7

In a market with asymmetric traffic flows termination charges set at higher
levels than cost become a source of revenue for operators who terminate
more traffic on their networks (usually incumbents and larger operators). On
the other hand, it is an item of cost for small operators and new entrants. The

following graph indicates the distribution of off-net incoming and off-net
outgoing calls of mobile service providers. As can be seen for some of the

operators in the extreme right of the figure (new entrants) have skewed
incoming and outgoing traffic patterns, although the volume of traffic is

carried on their network is very small compared to the established operators.
Figure 8.2

Distribution of Off-Net Incoming and Off-Net Outgoing Minutes
of mobile service providers (2009-10)
91%

€

41.43
49%

A to L : Mobile Service Providers
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8.8

When a telecom service provider establishes a network, it is not only for
sending but also for receiving calls. The operator therefore does not do

anything special or extra to provide for receiving another service provider's
calls. Thus, additionality of costs for receiving calls, in the strictest sense, is
close to zero. The revenue from termination charges does not go to pay for
any specific additional expenditure caused by the call termination, but it is

just a partial compensation of the total costs incurred for creating and
operating the network. Measuring costs caused by another service provider's
incoming calls is more challenging and there is no general agreement across
regulator as to any single methodology that can be adopted to arrive at the
termination price. Depending on the methodology, used the result is different,

^

as we have seen. There is therefore a case for introduction of a Bill and Keep

9

regime.

8.9

As discussed in an earlier chapter, BAK or sender-keeps-all is a model of

interconnection pricing in which the originating service provider keeps the
revenue billed i.e. there is no settlement of termination charges for off-net
calls. We have seen that reducing termination rates will benefit consumers

and competition and reduce imbalance in traffic flows. Going the full distance

i.e. reducing terminating rates to zero by introduction of the BAK regime

would arguably help in immediately realizing these benefits. The Bill and Keep
regime will encourage flat rate billing and time differentiated charges, both of
which will improve capacity utilization and will be in the interests of

{£

consumers. It will also reduce the inter-operator off-net traffic imbalance,
and thus could help in convergence to an equilibrium situation.

8.10 The BAK model avoids the need for the terminating operator to have
accounting and billing systems to monitor the flow of traffic, thus obviating
such costs. It also prevents disputes that might arise due to settlement of

termination charges. However, the simplicity and other advantages of the BAK
system need to be balanced with its potential disadvantages.
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v.
8.11

The BAK system works best when traffic flows are nearly balanced between
service providers. The biggest deterrent for BAK is asymmetry in traffic
between operators, especially in a Calling Party Pays regime. The data in
Figure 8.2 shows that in India at present, some operators are net receivers of
termination charges, while the others are either net payers or receive
insignificant amount of revenue from termination charges.

8.12

The Bill and Keep regime, with all its advantages of simplicity and ease of
monitoring, is best introduced in an environment where traffic flows are
symmetric or close to symmetric between operators. In such a situation, B&K
is unlikely to distort incentives for operators to provide interconnection and
will be competitively neutral. It is noted that existing operators have entered

the Indian market at different points of time, the most recent set having

entered in year 2008.

It is felt that it will take another 2 years for

asymmetries in traffic flows to converge to some form of equilibrium between

new and old operators, especially with an enabling termination charges
regime with termination charges set at lower levels than at present. TRAI is of
the opinion that there should be a progressive reduction in termination

charges finally converging to zero termination charges i.e. BAK at the end of 2
years from the present. In the meantime, TRAI is of the view that the

termination rates arrived at through the Pure LRIC method may be made

applicable now i.e. from year 2012 to provide a glide path towards BAK in 2

years. This will give sufficient time to operators to adjust to the changes in
fll

the termination regime and will ensure a smooth transition.

8.13 To conclude, there would thus be a 3 year time horizon for IUC in the country
culminating in BAK in the third year. The majority of service providers also

expressed their preference during the consultation process for a 3 year time

horizon for IUC. Establishment of a clear 3-year outlook for IUC would provide
regulatory predictability and enable service providers to plan their networks
and businesses accordingly.
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8.14 As mentioned in Para 1.7, the computation of MTC and FTC has been done
with inclusion of capital cost and without inclusion of capital cost, aher
components of IUC have also been worked out and these components are
Carriage charge, Transit carriage, Transit carriage charge, SMS termination

charge and International termination charge. Of these, the carriage charge
and transit carriage charge include both CAPEX and OPEX. While cost of

termination of international calls is similar to domestic termination call,
International termination charges are normally fixed keeping in view other
factors such as traffic pattern etc.

•
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Annexure-I

Chronology of Events for

Review of"Interconnection Usage Charges'
Sr.

Activity
Date

No

£hsaue°sf Pre-consultation Paper on Interconnection Usage

24.12.2010

24^2010°" C°mmentS °n pre consultat'on paper dated

10.01.2011

On the request of stakeholders, last date for comments on

20.01.2011

Sfrim^der
°f Hon#b,e SuPreme Court in the CA. No. 271-'
281 of 2011 filed by TRAI.

04.02.2011

pre consultation paper was extended up to 20.01.2011.

5 u^g/ch'^es'?110" paper on "Review of Interconnection
M/s Vodafone wrote to TRAI to review the IUC Consultation

27.04.2011
05.05.2011

29S.2SS0 9 t0 H°n,b,e TDSAT'S Jud9ement dated
M/s Bharti Airtel wrote to TRAI to review the IUC Consultation

06.05.2011

55.2SS0 9 t0 H°n'ble TDSAT'S JUd9ement ***

10

11
12

otSzonf t0 M/S V°dafone w-nt their ,etter dated

11.05.2011

ofollOlf t0 ^ Bhaiti Ai,tel W,r't thGir 'etter dated

11.05.2011

M.A. filed by M/s Vodafone in Hon'ble TDSAT seeking"

execution of the impugned order passed by the Tribunal
M.A. filed by M/s Vodafone heard by the Hon'ble TDSAT'

.-* ^J^l a9ain wrote to TRAI in response toTRATs

etter dated 11.05.2011 that the consultation paper has no?

11.05.2011
12.05.2011
13.05.2011

13

13.05.2011

IT"
16.05.2011
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Sr.

Activity

Date

Last date for submission of response to the Consultation

18.05.2011

No
15

Paper issued by TRAI on "Review of Interconnection Usage
Charges"
16

Last date for receipt of counter comments on the Consultation

25.05.2011

paper dated 27.04.2011
17

Open House Discussions held at New Delhi on "Review of
Interconnection Usage Charges"

25.05.2011

18

Letter issued to all the service providers for submission of
cost model(s) developed by them for calculation of IUC.

25.05.2011

Letter received from M/s. TATA Communication seeking time

26.05.2011

19

to give presentation on IUC issues

20

Cost model(s) are submitted by M/s. Vodafone, M/s. Bharti

27.05.2011

Airtel, M/s. Uninor and M/s. Reliance Communication Ltd.

^R
21

Counter comments received from M/s. Vodafone, M/s. Bharti

28.05.2011

Airtel, M/s. Uninor and M/s. Reliance Communication Ltd. On
cost models
22

As some of the service providers requested for further

15.06.2011

opportunity to explain their cost models, therefore interactive
sessions on cost models were conducted with all the service

16.06.2011

providers.

Presentations were made by M/s.Bharti Airtel,

M/s.Reliance Communications Ltd M/s.Vodafone Essar Ltd and

M/s.Unitech Wireless Pvt. in the interactive session.
23

Copies of the presentations made by M/s.Bharti Airtel,
M/s.Reliance, M/s.Vodafone and M/s.Uninor on their cost
models were sent to all the service providers for their

16.06.2011

comments/observations/ questions etc.
24

Receipt of comments/observations/questions etc.

from

20.06.2011

Comments/observations/questions etc. received from other
service providers have been forwarded to concerned service

21.06.2011

various service providers on presentations made by
M/s.Bharti Airtel, M/s.Reliance, M/s.Vodafone and M/s.Uninor

•

on their cost models.
25

provider

amongst

M/s.Bharti

Airtel,

M/s.Reliance,

M/s.Vodafone and M/s.Uninor.
26

Receipt of response from M/s Bharti Airtel, M/s Reliance, M/s
Vodafone
and
M/s
Uninor
on
the
comments/observations/questions etc raised by other service

27.06.2011

providers.

27

Discussion with M/s Vodafone and their experts, on the cost
models submitted by them.
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02.07.2011

Sr- Activity
No '

Date

'submitted by them.

^ertS/ on the cost models

04.07.2011

them on the queries raised by trai resP°n^ given by the '
32

33

•^on'ble^—:

further hearing onll* July ^

Place additional facts on record
34

Part'es desired to

. Letter issued to all thp "Z

|

submission of traffic infnm,=?eSS Service Providers for 20 079m r
IOutgoing
Calls ££™X*£, »££*»"*» and '2°°7-2011

&OPEX for their GSM aE^'I!?*0*
Desi9n a"d CAPEX ' 1908'2011
MA Access Networks separately

Jby 29.08.2011.
37

<* their Wireline acc^s^S^S.^?™ &°PEX
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